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.lEA.N MARY BUTLER 
Mrs. Butler, a housewife living 
with her husband at 1785 Verling, 
is seeking her second term • as an 
alderman in Central Saanich.
“1 wish to contribute directly to 
the satisfactory resolution of all 
problems facing our
municipality,’' she told The 
Review when asked why she was 
seeking another term.
A record of-business ability in 
accounting and business 
management, coupled with deep- 
rooted lies and a “keen interest in 
Central Saanich’’, were cited as 
her qualifications for the job.
"1 am able to contribute toward 
the goal of a more efficient and 
cost-conscious council, really 
serving the best interest of the 
electors,” she said.
She pledged she would, if 
elected, dedicate her time to 
council matters, adding “any 
project I support will be in accord 
with the wishes of the majority of 
the ratepayers.”
RAY M. LAMONT 
A 55-year-oid employee of Air 
Canada. Lamont has lived in 
Central Saanich his entire life. He 
now lives at 2946 Lamont Road.
A 16-year-qld veteran of 
council, Lamqnttold The Revieyv 
he fels he can continue, to bring 
^ his experience; with zoning and 7 
land use problems to bear on die; 7 
problems of the future.
“The demands for residential 
and commercial development in 
Central Saanich V 7.. have caused 7 
council th r our corrp
niunity plan for the next 15 
7,7years,’’ 'he'Said;- N' V,7'.77''v7,'7''':V7';'7'7^ 
'■The subdivision; and zoning 
committee, of which I am 
Chairman, is keeping up v/ith 
these demands with well-planned 
development.”
He pointed out his committee 
now requires underground 7 
services for all new develop­
ments in the municipality.
“If re-elected to another term,
I will continue my duties to the 
ratepayers as in the past," 
Lamont said,
PERCYLAZARZ 
Lazarz, :i8, has been a Central 
Saanich aiderman for six years,
A businessman, he lives with 
Ills wife and four children at 1789 
Cullra in Saanichton.
He listed a six-point platform 
for the Review:
Tlie preservation of the rural- 
ic.sidential cliaiactcr of the 
municipality.
The preservation of natural 
tlrainage ,couisc:> under i>ublic 
ownership.
Careful sfiending of municipal 
tax dollars,
Co operallon with adjoining 
nuinieipalHies, working together 
towards the provision of an 
adequate water supply for 
residential lincl farmland uso. at 
a cost everyone i'an afford. 
Tdaking decisions based on tine 
wishes Of the majority of tax- 
paytaii, including the IjoUiing of 
more puSdie lienrlngs to deter-, 
mine those wishes,
Making himself available, at 
all times, to discuss matters of 
limiKirlancc with all taxpayers in 
the municipality,
Continued on Rage 2
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continued from Page 1 
EARLE W. TABOR 
A 49-year-old notary public and 
real estate developer, Tabor 
moved to Central Saanich 
recently from Sparwood, where 
he operated an insurance agency 
for 25 years.
While in Sparwood, he served 
as an alderman and deputy 
mayor, a director of the regional 
board, a member of the senior 
citizens’ housing committee, 
treasurer of the community fund 
and of his church, coroner and a 
member of the district hospital 
society.
He also took part in an urban 
renewal project, creation of a 
master zoning plan for all of the 
East Kootenay, the erection and 
operation of 40 senior citizens 
housing units, the erection and 
operation of a sports centre and 
curling rink (treasurer for 10
years) and the erection and 
operation of a health centre.
Tabor’s two married children 
also live in Central Saanich.
Though he is new to the area, 
he said he has “already planted 
deep roots’’ and is here to stay.
“I have no wish to criticise the 
present members of council,’’ he 
told The Review; “rather, I 
believe a new perspective would 
be of value.
“Although 1 am new to Central 
Saanich, 1 am not new to civic 
administration and I think my 




W.E. (TED) CLAYARDS 
A former Central Saanich 
alderman, Clayards decided to 
seek the school trustee’s seat 
after being challenged to run by
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Gordon Ewan, one of the trustees 
now sitting.
Clayards, at 49, listed four 
years as an alderman as part of 
his qualifications for the job he 
new seeks.
“I think I can help manage 
school board financial and other 
resources in a more effective 
manner,” he told The Reivew.
A civilian personnel ad­
ministrator and training officer 
for the federal department of 
national defence, Clayard listed a 
four-plank platform;
He said, if elected, he would 
strive for implementation of “full 
management procedures” in all 
aspects of the school system.
He also wants to see an ex­
panded counselling and guidance 
program implemented for the 
district, though he added he was 
not criticising the counselling 
now being offered: “We need 
more counsellors and counsellors 
who are more in touch with the 
times.”
Greater emphasis should be 
placed on teachers spending their 
time teaching their professional 
subjects, Clayards said. 
Teachers now spend too much 
time handling non-teaching 
chores, he said.
The board should spend more 
time creating policy and leave 
administration to its paid ad­
ministrators, he said when 
outlining the last plank of his 
platform.
ANN FOERSTER 
A two-year veteran on the 
board, Mrs. Foerster said she felt 
her experience “will be useful in 
continuing to provide, for (the 
voters) the school system (they)
. wish”.
“I have always been very in­
terested and involved with 
education,” she said, adding she 
and her husband have four 
children who are either now 
attending schools on the penin­
sula, or who have graduated from 
peninsula schools. ;
She said she hiterprets the job 
of trustee as one which involves 
exactly what the name implies:
‘ ‘A person with whom (^e tax- 
::payers) :haye: placed (their) 
school system in trust, .. (their ) 
money, children, indeed the 
future of the community”.
? “During my years as a trustee,
I have served oh a number of 
committees,’: Mrs:: Foerster
said: “finance, trustee-teacher 
liaison, personnel and salary 
negotiations and — n>y special 
interest ~ chairman of the 
committee to plan educational 
i directions.
“Schools have been too long in 
isolation; parents and the 
community wish to know what is 
happening in our schools, and 
why.
“This is an honest concern 
the community is interested, and 
a better bridge needs to be built."
She said the committee she now 
chairs has made “an excellent 







A veteran alderman. Boon 
resigned his seal on North 
Saanich CouneiV in mid-term to 
sw*k the mayorality,
“Sliould 1 he eleclixl, I would 
endeavor to obtain council's 
support in achieving, among 
other important nratters (and not 
necessarily in order of priority).
1 four goals wlileh are of extreme 
importance to the taxpayers." 
Boon told The Heview. .
The issues he listed included: 
Taxation: ’‘Although, the 
provincial legislature’s Hill 71 
will cause a very serious increase
in the assessment value of land 
owned by a large number of our 
taxpayers, I will use every 
(means) to hold actual taxes 
assessed to the minimum, 
compatible with essential ser­
vices.”
Council committees: “It is my 
wish to have non-elected persons 
serve on these committees. In 
like manner, I would encourage 
more public input into decisions 
of council; in other words, make 
participatory democracy the 
basis of this council’s 
operations.”
Amalgamation: “Due to the 
increases in taxation which this 
would occasion, and as this would 
lead to the urbanization of at 
I least part of our municipality, I 
am definately against any form 
of amalgamation involving North 
Saanich.” If, however,
amalgamation became 
inevitable, Boon said he would 
strive to have each present 
municipality made a separate 
improvement district, and 
therefore responsible for existing 
debts.
Water: “lam basically against 
the extension of the Sooke 
watershed system to our 
municipality.” Boon said he felt 
such an extension, coupled with 
increased taxation, “would lead 
to extreme pressure for rapid 
growth, with the possibilities of 
urbanization”.
PAUL GRIEVE 
Trained and qualified as a 
barrister in England, the 30-year- 
old Grieve is a veteran of two 
years on North Saanich council.
Now president of a construe tion 
company. Grieve lives at 634 
Landsend Road with his family.
“When I ran for alderman in 
1971,” he said, “I promised to 
support a program of rural 
preservation and community 
planning, and to oppose un­
planned development and in­
creased municipal spending.
“1 have tried to carry out these 
promises, despite many disap­
pointments;
‘ T am now running for mayor 
in the hope that 1 can encourage 
the incoming council in positive 
conservation measures for our 
rural district in 1974: and 1975.”
Speaking on planning, Grieve ■ 
said “a review of residential 
areas is badly needed, to 
determine the: direction each 
neighborhood wants” to follow.
On budget: “This year’s in­
crease in taxes was unnecessary 
and must not be repeated”.
On recreation: “Priorities 
must be arranged to permit an 
increase in parkland acquisition. 
Dean Park, especially, nebds an 
adequate children’s playfield.
On taxes; “I would encourage 
farming on small holdings, by 
making the qualifications for 
farm taxes clear and simple.” 
OWEN PHILP
Philp, commonly known as 
“Obee”, is a 49-year-old retired 
Canadian Armed Forces colonel, 
now a farmer.
He said he believes the im­
portant issuc.s facing North 
Saanich include;
Development of the area: “The 
municipality's population, with 
all its requirernenls, will continue 
to grow whether wc like it or not, 
Therefore, a well-thought out, 
organised, development plan is 
necessary (to) maintain 
residential, commercial and 
farming interests in controll(?d 
balance,"
Water: “In co operation with 
Sidney and Central Saanich, 
water’ rnusl be brought to llie 
whole area. In the meantime, the 
efficient use of presently' 
available water in Nnrtli Saanicli 
which is not being used - - 
requires investigation.''
Amalgamation with Sidney:, 
“This is inevitable. In co- 
operation with Sidney, a plan
should be developed — first 
acceptable to the residents of the 
two municipalities and then to the 
minister of municipal affairs — 
which will permit orderly 
amalgamation of the two areas.”
Taxes: “Should be kept to the 
minimum necessary for ad­
ministration, maintenance and 
improvement costs. More im­
portant is the need for constant 
attention to financial matters, to 





Now chairman of the school 





Chaney, 61, is a land 
representative who lives with his 
wife at 8569 East Saanich Road 
•There is a need for broader 
representation in the area, he 
said when asked why he had 
decided to seek election.
“Planned development is a 
priority with me,” he said, ad 
ding he would insist on planning 
rather than “the hit-and-miss 
methods used to date.”
He said he hopes to keep North 
Saanich rural “as long as
cnowledge of municipal affairs, 
particularly those of our 
municipality”.
He said he will also be a can­
didate for the regional district 
board, if and when there is a 
vacancy for North Saanich on 
“this rapidly growing monster”.
His approach to finance, he 
said, “has been shown over our 
formative years: to pay our way, 
avoid debt if possible and have 
adequate reserves”.
"We will require a new plan­
ning study of the areas not within 
the designated (agricultural 
land) reserve and must relate 
this to our present plan and ad­
just it, if considered necessary.” 
he said.
“This is necessary so we can 
plan utilities, raods and water
area must be re-examined.
W.D. “WILF” PRICE
A peninsula resident for eight- 
and-a-half years, Price is 53 is 
married, with two children.
He lives with his family at 8520 
Ebor Terrace.
Business manager of a lumber
and building supply firm, he has 
been president of the Sidney 
Rotary Club, president of the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce, chair­
man of the Sidney Recreation 
Commission, director of the 
Sidney Centennial Commission
WE BUY AND SELL 
EVERYTHING
possible.”JIM CUMMING
A retired building contractor. 
Gumming, at 66, has been a 
resident in North Saanich since 
1947.
The district’s first mayor, he 
said he is running for office again 
because he hopes “to use my 
knowledge and training to serve 
our community”.
“I also hope,” he said, “by 
calm common sense to assist in 
healing the sharp division in 
council which has become so 
apparent in the past two years 
“The steep increase in ad­
ministrative costs indicates that 
it is costly to the community 
and the benefit of our community 
should be our sole concern 
Cumming said he could offer 
the- electorate a “broad
He warned that the minister of 
municipal affairs sees North 
Saanich as “a nice fat pigeon 
ready for plucking” in relation to 
possible forced amalgamation 
with Sidney, saying this could 
only by averted if council co­
operated and assisted Sidney “to 
the greatest possible extent”. 
JOHN LAPHAM 
A resident of North Saanich for 
the last seven years, Lapham is 
50, married and lives on land 
which his wife’s family has 
owned for the last half-century.
An electrical contractor, he 
lives at 540 Downey Road.
Since becoming a permanent 
resident of North Saanich, he has 
served as president of the Deep 
Cove property-owners’ 
association for two years and as a 
director of the same group for 
four years.
He listed as matters of ‘vital 
concern”:
‘The lack of consideration 
given by past councils to the 
environmental and social impact 
on the community of major 
zoning changes and public works 
projects.
“Parochialism and the low 
level of co-operation with other 
municipalities.,
“The allocation of money for 
unnecessary public works 
projects.; Our priorities in this
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and was recently nominated as a 
member of the North Saanich 
Recreation Commission.
He said he is a “totally in­
dependent candidate”, outlining 
his platform by saying:
Finance: “I believe in careful 
budgeting, ever-mindful of 
retaining adequate reserves for 
efficient operation and 
progress.”
Public works: “Careful study 
of the gradual upgrading of our 
existing roads and drainage is 
necessary, while insisting on 
proper road construction by' the 
developers in newly-opened 
areas.”
Recreation: “I will encourage 
a positive approach to developing 
more recreational opportunities 
from our many available sour­
ces.”
Amalgamation: “I believe 
serious consideration must be 
given to this matter in the near 
future. 1 will emphatically oppose 
amalgamation by legislation.”
ERIC SHERWOOD 
President of the Dean Park 
property owners’ association, 
Sherwood has coached youth 
soccer and air cadets in North 
Saanich and has served as a 
director of the Sidney and North 
Saanich Community Hall 
Association (Sanscha).
He was a candidate in the 1971 
North Saanich municipal elec­
tions and represented the New 
Democratic Party in the 1972 
provincial elections.
The owner-operator of a 
television repair service in North 
Saanich, Sherwood said, if 
elected, he w’ould “press for 
better co-ordination of the ac­
tivities of the municipal and 
provincial works departments”.
“Consultation and co-operation 
with our school board, to ensure 
maximum public use of school 
facilities,” was also listed as 
priority.
He pledged himself to 
“maintaining the rural aspect of 
North Saanich by taking ad­
vantage of provincial govern­
ment laws regarding land use.”.
■ Sherwood lives with his family 




A 62-year-old professor at the 
University of Victoria, Dr. 
Hartmanshenn lives at 11060 
West Saanich Road.
Her platform is based on the 
philosophy that the “rights of the 
individual and the common good 
must be kept in balance,” she 
said.
She called for “full co­
operation with neighboring 
municipalities in matters of 
common concern: recreation, 
liking and bicycling trails, beach 
access and water supply (for both 
domestic and agricultural use).” 
saying this co-operation “must 
replace narrow-minded and 
selfish parochialism.”.
She said the “unique rural 
characteristics of the area .. 
must be preserved, not only for 
the residents of North Saanich, 
but for the benefit and the en 
joyinent of the population of 
southern Vancouver Island”.
“Protection of the en­
vironment, water, soil and air — 
based on sound ecological 
principles — is of vital im­
portance to all,” Dr. Hart­
manshenn added.
She said she was opposed to 
“growth for growth’s sake,” 
adding she wanted ‘ ‘growth, 
where necessary, with a variety 
of housing designs”.
“Existing bylaws must be 
applied in a reasonable, humane, 
unbureaucratic manner,” Dr. 
Hartmanshenn said; “If they 
violate common sense, are un­
necessarily restrictive, or lead to 
autocratic, red-tape policies,
they should be re-drafted.”
She called for the appointment 
of an ombudsman — “ex­
perienced in dealing with con­
flicts and grievances” — to be 
appointed for the district, saying 
such a person could resolve 
problems “before they result in 
costly lawsuits”.
NELL HORTH
Mrs. Horth, who lives with her 
family at 10837 Deep Cove Road, 
has served for five years as 
chairman of the Vancouver 
Island board of management.
She is the appointed 
representative of the capital 
region hospital district to the 
board of trustees of the. Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
A charter member —■ and first 
president — of the auxiliary to 
the Saanich Peninsula branch of 
the Royal Canadian Legion, she 
is also a charter member and 
past president of the Business 
and Professional Women's Club 
on the peninsula.
She said she “strongly believes 
that there is no room for party 
politics on the municipal level,” 
adding she felt “candidates 
should be representative of the 
total community”.
She pledged she would not 
“identify with any particular 
interest group,” saying “only in 
this way can one serve the best 
interests of the community as a 
whole”.
Mrs. Horth “is keenly in­
terested in the future of North 
Saanich and is anxious to con­
tribute. She said she “strongly 
believes that there is no room for 
party politics on the municipal 
level,” adding she felt “can­
didates should be representative 
of the total community”.
She pledged she would not 
“identify with any particular 
interest group”, saying “only in 
this way adding she felt “can­
didates should be representative 
of the total community”. ,
Mrs. Horth “is keenly interest 
in the future of North Saanich and 
is anxious to contribute directly 
to the satisfactory resolution of 
the many problems” facing 
council, she said.
Among those problems she 
listed the need for an acute care 
hospital. library service, 






At 57. Dear has two years as a 
Sidney alderman and four years 
as mayor to his credit.
The Parkland School math and 
physics teacher is seeking his 
third term in office.
In the last four years., he 
strongly supported the creation 
of the senior citizens’ activity 
centre (completed in 1971). the 
construction of a sanitary sewer 
trunk line and treatment plant 
(completed in January), the 
drawing-up of a policy zoning 
plan (accepted this year) and the 
drafting of an increased parks 
program.
If re-elected. Dear promised; 
To continue support of 
upgrading storm drains, streets 
and park development; “A 
continued storm drain program 
is essential,” he said, “to 
alleviate flooding and eliminate 
unsightly, unhealthy and often 
dangerous open ditches.”
To “urge support, as I have 
done in the past, for improved, 
financially-sound, recreational 
facilities.”
To “co-operate to the fullest 
with all parties responsible for 
bringing an adequate supply of 
water to Sidney.”
And, “lastly and most im
portant, (to) support the adoption 
of a more equitable finance 
formula by the provincial 
government, to relieve municipal 
taxpayers of the ever-increasing 
load being placed upon them.”
He noted that Sidney, alone, 
can do little to “stem the tide of 
increasing taxes; but, acting in 
concert with other
municipalities, can urge the 
provincial government to assume 
a greater share of the tax for­
mula”.
He fully supix)rted a brief 
recently drafted by the Union of 
B.C. .Municipalities, he said, 
which urged the provincial 
government (and the federal 
government) to provide greater 
assistance to municipalities. 
FRED R0B1N.S()N 
A retired home designer and 
general contractor, now working 
as a shipwright, Robinson livec 
at 9372 Maryland Drive.
He has over 16 years ex­
perience on Oak Bay and Sidney 
councils and “firmly believes in 
orderly and progressive 
development of our area”.
He said he is “committed to the 
maximum control of corporate 
spending, by resisting the 
emotional pressures of the 
developers and/he consequences 
of large numbers of new 
residents”.
“Though I fully support the 
desires and needs of younger 
families, this support must be 
tempered by its affect on the 
retired, semi-retired and fixed- 
income residents,” he said.
Sidney must decide “how best 
we can accomplish the fulfilment 
of present and future obligations, 
in line with the. priority of their 
needs and our ability to pay,” he 
said.
“Of the three peninsula 
municipalities, Sidney has the 
heaviest obligations to recon­
cile,” he added.
The town must assume the
BY JOHN MANNING
In (Jentral Saanich court oh 
Thursday Mr, R.C. Douma, 9751 
First Street, pleaded guilty to 
leaving the scene of an accident.
The event, which took place on 
June 24 of this year, occurred 
when Mr. Douma (whilst driving 
a Triumph sports car) knocked a 
gentleman down near the Moose 
Lodge Hall in Central Saanich.
' The Triumph was subsequently 
pulled over by a Central Saanich 
constable, who said that Douma 
did not feel a great sense of 
remorse over what had hap 
pened.
“I hit him. 1 didn’t stop, 
Douma admitted to the police 
officer. “I hope the dude is all 
right.”
Tlic crown prosecutor pointed 
out that the accused showed little 
concern about the welfare of the
injured person.
“Pedestrians should keep to 
the sidewalk,” Douma said when 
being interviewed by the con­
stable.
A breathalyzer test conducted 
at 1:05 a m. obtained a readingqf 
.17 percent. Judge D G. Ashby 
asked the accused if he required 
his driver’s licence to get to work 
and was informed that the 
gentleman was alwut to get 
married and required the licence 
for his honeymoon.
“I feel pretty bad about this 
whole thing," said the 27-year-old 
man, in referring to the accident.
“This is a pretty serious 
charge,” said the judge. "As 
drivers, we all probably get put in 
the position of getting involved in 
accidents ... rendering 
assistance at that particulr time 
could have iMjen a matter of life 
or death. ! hope that these whole 
proceedings will have a salulory
effect on your driving habits.”
“He needs his licence for the 
honeymoon,’’ saicl ;D>durna’s 
lawyer.“tt’s the only kind of 
honeymoon he can afford at the 
..moment;
This 'entreaty did not find 
agreement with the judge, who 
restricted the gentleman’s 
licence for one month and fined 
him $300.
DOGSONTHE LOOSE
Mr. Frank Gruber, 1742 Hovey 
Road, pleaded guilty to allowing 
dogs over the age of four months 
to run at large on Hovey Road.
“They do go off the property, I 
gue.ss,” said Mr; Gruber. “I’m 
guilty of that.”
A lady in the vicinity was bitten 
by one of the animals, reported 
the crown prosecutor. “She had 
to attend at the hospital,” he said.
“Just watch your step in 
future, young fellow.” the judge 
said before fining Mr. (Jruber. 




Mrs. Shirley Gibbs, 2051 
Granite Road, was fined $300 or 
21 days after she pleaded guilty to 
driving a motor vehicle while she 
had a blood-alcohol level of .24 
percent. The lady had been in­
volved in a motor vehicle ac­
cident on Aug. 3, just south of 
Tanner Road on the Patricia Bay 
Highway.
Mrs. Gibbs, who has been 
driving for the past 35 years 
without a .single accident, ex­
plained that she had pulled over 
to the side of the road in order 
that her husband might take over 
the driving, 'rhe accident had 
occurred at that time.
The lady explainedthat she had 
a job and required the car to go to 
work each day. However, the 
crown prosecutor, a young man 
in a w'aistcoat and dark suit, 
objected to this idea: "There’s no 
reason she can’t hop a bus to get
to work and back .... thousands 
of other people do.”
Ashby nodded
agreement. “That’s air awful 
high reading,” he said. “It’s 
three times greater than that 
permitted by the law ... this 
type of offence is so much on the 
increase I hope this will have a 
salutory effect on your 
behavior.”
Mrs. Gibbs w’as prohibited 
from driving for two months.
burden of w'ater supply, 
recreation and internal im­
provements with a tax base no 
tetter, or worse, than its neigh­
bors, Robinson said.
I therefore believe prudence 




Andersen, a carpenter living at 
2031 Courser, is married, with 
three children.
First elected to council in 1971, 
he is seeking his second term on 
the municipal governing body. 
His platform included:
A pledge to complete the 
program to provide storm drains 
to prevent flooding.
"This work can be done over 
two years, with financing over 20 
years." he said.
Support of the recreation 
complex referendum going 
before the voters next week (see 
below).
A promise to seek a solution to 
Sidney's water problems. 
BERN.ARD ETHIER 
Ethier outlined a five-point 
program for his campaign;
He called for “full support” of 
recreational activities.
He promised "to support a 
resolution to the effect that 
matters pertaining to personnel 
employed by the town should be 
held in camera”.
Ethier also pledged himself “to 
entertain a vigorous trend and 
persistence” to bring about co­
operation between peninsula 
municipalities.
He said he would support a 
motion which would require that 
all “vacant land kept for profit” 
be kept “neat and tidy”.
Finally, he said he would 
support a resolution “to expedite 
the removal of drainage water 
from the sewer system and to 
eliminate open ditches”.
PETER MALCOLM 
At 35, Malcolm is assistant 
manager for an investment firm.
He lives, with his wife and two 
children, at 2018 Courser.
He has lived on Vancouver 
Island for more than nine years, 
more than half of that time in 
Sidney.
Malcolm holds: a bachelor’s 
degree in economics (from the 
University of British. Columbia.
He is seeking his first full term 
bn couhcil, though he has served 
for the last year on Sidney council 
(he was elected for a one-year 
term in 1972).
Malcolm said he felt three 
main issues were facing voters in 
Sidney:
Water: “We need it badly; I 
will co-operate with any feasible 
method of obtaining a sufficient 
supply.”
Recreational facilities: “We 
need these desperately. I am in 
favor of the referendum now 
coming before the voters, though 
1 would back off on actual con­
struction if the project in Central 
Saanich ever gets off the 
ground.”
Development: "We must take a 
hard lino against developers who 
have already exerted pressure 
for greater multiple-dwelling 
zoning - rapid growth is too 
expensive in the long run”
STAN I REN
.A 72-year-old retired farmer, 
barber instructor and examiner. 
Llren has lived in Sidney at 9383 
Maryland — for two years.
"I have always teen active in 
community affairs and continue, 
to be involved,” he told The 
Review.
"1 am interested in town ad­
ministration, particularly public 
works housing and recreation.”
He said senior citizens enjoyed 
"favorable consideration” from 
council, but added their large 
numbers in Sidney meant “the 
wise and careful distribution of 




Most members of council and 
most candidates support this 
referendum being placed before 
the voters, which asks per­
mission to borrow $967,000 to 
build a recreation centre for the 
town.
The centre would include a 
swimming pool, curling rink and 
skating rink, along with a mez­
zanine, observation lounges and 
dressing rooms.
The project has been approved 
by the provincial department of 
municipal affairs, indicating that 
department is satisfied it is 
financially a sound proposition.
The provincial department of 
recreation has approved a grant 
of $333,333 (almost one-third of 
the total cost of the complex) for 
the project (see last week’s 
Review for full details).
The cost to the taxpayers to re­
pay the loan for the centre should 
be about five mills a year; for the 
average family homeowner (a 
three-bed-room home on a 60-foot 
lot) this would mean an increase 
of about $35 to $40 a year in taxes.
Based on very broad estimates, 
an annual operating deficit of 
about $40,000 a year can be 
forecast for the centre, which will 
mean a further tax increase of 
about 2.5 mills ($18) a year.
The total tax cost for the 
average family homeowner, 
therefore, would be about $55 to 
$()0 a year, or about $5 a month.
For smaller, older homes, the 
tax hike would be between $20 
and $25 a year, or less than $2 a 
month.
For commercial property (a 
small grocery store on Beacon, 
for example, with an assessed 
value of $12,600) the tax increase 
would probably be between $95 
and $110 a year.
It is possible costs could be 
reduced even further, if the town 
receives permission from the 
provincial and federal govern­
ments to take part in the federal 
loan program next year.
This would mean the $967,000 
could be borrowed at a lower rate 
of interest and that part of the 
loan would not have to be repaid.
It is also possible to re-arrange 
usage fees for the facility, 
thereby cutting down or 





is under new management
The editor of this 
paper might be 
willing to lend you 
his copy of The 
Christian Science 
Monitor,
But don’t count on it.
He’s on export nowsmiin 
with access to many 
nows sourcos and a good 
paper of his own. But ho 
atiii wants 10 get the 
Monitor's worldwide 
coverage and common" 
tary on events.
Apart from 2,711 editors, 
there are 20,000 educa" 
tors and sludonls, 82,00p 
businessmen, 495 U.S. 
Senators and Congress­
men, 3 Supremo Court 
Justices who road the 
Monitor. Why should 
they know more of what’s 
going on, and why, 
than you do?
For loss than Up a day, 
you can gel your own 
special insight into Iho 





S«nd mo 4 month* of th* 
Monitcif — over 100 l«»ue# — 
for only 111.




Rflatinns with tin* people of Sidney and surrounding areas
If you have a problem re • Kirby, (dease contact us at
or tiSC,*5.597 and we will endeavour to »Io evr'rything possible to
of iissistaiue with your proldenis,
\V. Rnnisoii, 
Manager.
DEFEAT THE WINTER DOLDRUftAS WITH DELICIOUS 
KENTUCKY STYLE CHICKEN F^OM THE FRIEN
REdDI CHEF V':
.DM PATTERSON
WIN $10. for an approprinto caption lor thin picture in onr series. Just 
Phone or write The Eunipnieiit Division
SUN., MON., TUES., WED., THURS 
11:00 A.M. TILL 9:00 P.M.
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The. Review Recommends . . .
As a matter of policy, this newspaper I policy that former councils were sadly
has in recent years, taken a stand on local lacking.
elections — particularly where we have Newcomer Stan Uren would we 
felt that one or more candidates for believe, be a positive addition to this 
municipal office would be likely to offer group. Although only a two-year I'esident 
peninsula residents better government of the town, Uren has already actively 
than their opponents. ' involved in commum ’
In some instances, this has not been and his public statements m seeking 
possible; either where we felt that the office indicate a man of intelligence and 
candidates were equally good or, on dedication.
occasion, where we believed they were .u c u u.
equally bad. Politics in North Saanich h^e alwa>s
We are again following this policy, and been rather clear-cut, at least as far as 
thus offer our readers our opinion on individual candidates are concerned, the
various candidates for various offices, current election is no exception.
where we firmly believe the choice is As with past elections, the choice
facing voters is one of either retaining a
CENTRAL SAANICH somewhat stagnant status quo or opting
With no mayoralty race and no heated for a more positive approach to the
issues to place before Central Saanich municipality’s ever-increasing problems.
voters the aldermanic race in this We strongly feel that mayorality 
municipality has not been overly ex- candidate P^^^
citing. But in the best run of ail three latter approach, and that the time has 
peninsula municipalities, this is not come for North
unusual. Central Saanich council has a recognize and support the fo^waid 
long history of calm deliberation and, I thinking policies of this intelligent young
even when devisive issues have arisen, | man. , , , ■ u v
they have been handled with intelligence As Grieve clearly states in his election 
and careful consideration. material, he has not had much success
All three incumbents seeking re- with attempts to lead the present council 
election have been part of this sound towards consideration of a national 
council activity, and all three, as well, planning program. Neither he been 
have contributed their share to some of successful in his efforts to better dir c 
the peninsula’s most forward-looking municipal expenditures 
policy-making. For these reasons, we This lack of success, howev^er, was n 
believe Central Saanich voters would be due to any deficienp' in his ideas u , 
serving themselves well by re-electing rather, as a result of a rnajority of council 
Jean Butler, Ray Lamont and Percy opposing his suggestions on purely 
I azarz emotional grounds.
■ ’ SIDNEY With a change in the balance on council
In Sidney with a race for the mayor’s almost a certainty after Saturday s 
chair and an important referendum, election. Grieve s policies^ could well 
voters will likely turn out in greater become reality - with, we believe,, on y 
"" if _ good as a result.
both instances the issues are I Of the four candidates tor alderman in
Vote ‘YES’ For The Recreation Centre . . . For Everyone’s Sake
Letter 'Detracts From Public Understanding'
rather clearly defined. We have dealt
with our unqualified support of the 
recreation referendum ip another 
editorial, however, and offer here only
North Saanich we offer our strongest 
support for Wilf Price and John Laphani. 
While very different in some of their 
views; both men have indicated over the
our boSilViinqualified support of Mayor I years their strong interest in their Stan SSrtdr^e-electioh^ the position community and their willmgn^s to work
hehas held for the; past four 
Dear has consistentlyvw 
quiescent barihony with his fellow 
council members and with the town staff. 
And; in so doing, has quietly and ef­
fectively seen most of his former cam­
paign promises come to fruition.
for its welfare. Both men, we feel, would 
add to North Saanich council 
deliberations with a V degree of in­
dependence that that body has not en­
joyed in the past.
For the third two-year term available, 
it’s unlikely that Jim Cumming will fail to
result in the town continuing to function greatest municipal experience of any 
and grl dn aVesponsible manner. candidate in the race and, while we have
Equally important, the Wheels of the not always agreed with his point of view 
town administration would continue to his experience as mayor of the 
ten in a steady, harmonious manner, municiplity for many years could be put 
As mayor. Dear does little to provoke to good use. ^ roarD
pi-oSSl^nd ^h^'tw 1 With no school board election in Sidney
makes a newsreporter’s job difficult. We 
believe, however, that the end result is 
what counts; The town would be well off 
if he were again re-elected.
The Sidney aldermanic race, we 
believe, is really no race at all. With foiir 
candidates — two of them able in­
cumbentsfor three offices, the com­
petition has centred primarily on the race 
for the third seat.
This may seem like a rather off-handed 
consideration of the two incumbents 
seeking re-election, but we feel that 
neither Peter Malcolm nor Chris An 
dersen will have much difficulty in re 
gaining their seals. Both have servec 
Sidney voters well during their past 
terms of office, and both have oftei 
provided the fresh approuch to town
and with election by acclamation of 
Ruby may Pa rrott in North Saanich — the 
only* contest for peninsula representative 
,0 the board is in Central Saanich.
Ann Foerster easily gained election to 
her present trustee’s position in the last 
election and, we expect, will do so again.
During the past two years, she has 
demonstrated a willingness to work hard 
for the policies she supports, and has 
done so with a surprising degree of cf- 
fectivoness. Particularly in her role as 
chairman of the board’s educational 
directions committee, Mrs, Foerster has 
carried out her promise to attempt to 
give taxpayers the type of education 
system they wish. Her re-election on 
Saturday would help to ensure that this 
policy is continued,
Vote vYes’ - Take A Friend
This newspaper supports, without 
qualification, the recreation Complex 
referendum to be held in Sidney on 
-Saturdav
" We supp because we strongly 
believe that Sidney and the rest of the 
Saanich Peninsula need this kind oi 
facility, and we can see no other way in 
which it is likely to be provided.
We support it without qualification, 
because we feel the cost is extremely 
small, especially when compared to the 
benefits the community can derive,
Our opponents may not agree, but in 
weeks (even years) of opposition, they 
have yet to offer any logical reasons to 
make us change our collective mind.
AUeriiaUve centres may be built, the;.
contract with Central Saanich is likely to 
be cancelled in the near future.
The coat to taxixiiyors is too high, s(nne 
opponents claim.
Too high in relation to what'?
The cost to indiv.idual taxpayers has
been accurately estimated at less than $5
say.
Yet none has come even close to a
beginning. " ",
the latest such proposal put forward 
by Western Recreational Resources for a 
Bite in Central Saanich has been 
notable for its continual unkepl promises 
than by any other charaeleHstie. , 
The company’s track record to date 
loaves little doubt that the project will 
never get off the ground; their land use
per month even less, should the town 
be able to take advantage of federal 
assistance (a distinct possibility).
Weighed against the advantage.s the 
community could derive from such a 
centre, tliis small contribution could be 
one of the best investments Sidney tax 
payers have ever made.
Wilde opposition to the referendum has 
been very apparent, we firmly bellcfve 
(hat it comes from only a small per­
centage of Sidney voters.
Yet, even if small in numbers, these 
individuals pose a threat to approval of 
Saturday’s referendum,
With apalliv on their side, even a small 
group of dedicated opponents can dictate 
a do-nothing policy to the majority. 
Sidney needs a recreation complex. 
To get it. the recreation referendum 
needs your support.
We urge you to vote ‘ye.s’ on Saturday
Editor. The Review, Sir;
The letter in your Nov. 7 issue, 
re: McDonald Park Road, 
evidently authored by somebody 
familiar with our council 
proceedings during the year and 
appearing over the signature of 
Mr 0. B. Philp — who graciously 
favored our meetings with his 
presence for the first time last 
week — detracts from public 
understanding of the council’s 
position in the maitter and 
deserves the courtesy of a reply.
Negotiations in all matters with 
the school district have been
assigned to the capable hands of 
the standing school liaison com­
mittee,' consisting bf Aldermen 
Boon and Taylor, have not in­
volved the; public works com­
mittee directly. V '
The school liaison committee 
has previously negotiated 
with the school board on the 
development of playing fields on 
municipal park land, at school 
board expense.
Previously, the school board 
has agreed to construct a 
sanitary sewer to serve Parklanc 
School on municipal right-of-way, 
at its own expense.
Though Trustee Parrott may 
be correct about the prohibitions 
in the Public Schools Act re: the 
siiending of school funds on 
construction on municipal lands, 
the above projects represent 
about $70,000 of school money 
spent on municipal land or right- 
of-way.
Therefore, when the in­
troduction of Parkland School 
onto a small country road im­
posed on our taxpayers an un­
solicited new problem of access, 
foresecably costing $200,000 for 
new road-bed, sidewalks, sewers, 
surfacing etc., the council con­
sidered it not unroHSonahle for 
tlie school district to contribute a 
share of what will cost ahoiil 10 to 
1!) mills on municipal property 
tax. "
We also sought help from the 
provineial government, through 
designation of McDonald Park 
Road as a secondary highway, 
whereby the province would 
conirihutc hall of the cost. A 
delegation of Alilcnncn Ay lard, 
(Irieve and myself was sym­
pathetically received, bill the 
reciiicst was turned down.
It was .suggested that sve apply 
for n federal works loan, which 
offcretl some minor forglvettc.ss 
provisions, ,
Since neitlier tlie school district 
nor the provineial government 
regarded the hazards of tralfic 
congestion to the sludonls as 
suffieienlly urgent to justify any 
financial contribution to ex 
diate the job, the council, 
excepting Alderman Grieve, 
decided to jirocecd on a 
piecemeal basis, witliin normal 
annual budgeting, starling with 
immediate appropriation of 
$2!>,ouo for a major cuiveia ukmg 
the open ditch, and a long new 
sidewalk, to Sidney,
Voiir paper correctlv r(‘is>i'ts 
the favoring by Alderman Grieve 
of securing a fixlcral loan to 
j'w'rmit completion of Hie job at 
one lilow. and at no additional 
cost.
However, neither ! nor the 
tnluT conned memiicr.H were 
sufficiently impressed with the 
school lioard’s own estimate ol
Road 'Bungled'
the urgency, when it came to 
paying, that we would depart 
from our long-standing policy of 
not incurring any long-term debt.
T. C. M. Davis 
Mayor 
North Saanich.
generation that it did not rise to 
the bait, but, instead, enjoyed 
itself at the dances offered.
I believe that the Review has a 
duty to the community to serve it
in a responsible way.
Good news should have more 
attention than bad news, even 
though it is not so sensational.
KarlDrost
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I can only concur with North 
Saanich mayorality candidate 
(Owen) Philp’s remarks on the
: six
R.evieiv 'Has Duty ^
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I am surprised at the almost 
total; lack of attention : of The 
Review to the excellent way the 
Sidney council, through its 
recreation commission, the 
RCMP and numerous in­
dividuals, have met the threat of 
a repeat of last year’s riotous 
Halloween.
By reprinting last year’s
pictiires and running alarming 
headlines before Halloween,The 
Review invited the attention of 
irresponsible elements.
It is to the credit of the younger
"The
purpose of a newspaper is not just to report the news as it is, hut to make the people mad enough to do something about. it.'
/Mark Twain
JOHN MAM M i MG ;STE-PHEM;BREWE:R:;
;ESTHER:B:ERRY'
Personnel
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PENTECOSTAL
ASSEMBLY OF GOD
9183 E. Saanich Rd.
Rev, E.C. Harper 
6r)6-254.'>
SUNDAY
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship U.OOa.m. 
Evangelistic Service 7,00 p.m. 
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7,30p.m.
A Warm Welcome awaits you
THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY BRANCH
Meets at Pythian Hall 
9760 - 4th Street 
Sunday School 10:1.5 a.m. 
Sacrament Service 11:15 a.m. 
Mis.sionaries: 656-5080
BETHEL BAPTIST
2355 Beacon Ave, 
Sidney
9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 





SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH ■ 
Rev, U, Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 6,56-3213 
Manse • 6.56-19;10
ST JOHN’S i)i;i''.i' covK





Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A, Ramsay 
Phone 656-27.56 
656-1121
SrrvKT' I't WnrshihH k i'i 
Stiiiiiiiy Sclino] i I I'll n in
CKN I II Al, SAANICH 
CMTr.ll CHITUTICK
Ucv .Inhn M'/ Wiii»l, II.A 
('IniiYli Olli.-n 'i'.T'.r;i.'l ' 
Miilte'iK-'JWK
. SHAHV (.TIKHK, Ilk" Krt).! SiiiiiilHi llnail




Parish of North .Saanich 
Sunday November iWh 
ST, ANDREWS CHURCH 
.3rd St, Sidney 





9925 - .5th .St. 656-35'14 
Rev. K.W, Hidgwny. Pastor
We invite you to attend and 
enjoy the teaching from God’s 
Word and the ministry of Ihe 
Holy Spirit
SUNDAY'./,'';''",. 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worsliii) 11 ;0O a.m- 
EveningPrai.se 7:00 n.m.
Rev . Ivan H. Putter 
, 652.2H12
Sunday .Nov, 18 
ST. MARY’S





Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY 
Bible .Study 7:30 p.m,
BOO n.m. Holy Communion 
1L15 a .m, FAMILY SERVICE 
Hall hour .service for the: 
whole family.
Thur.sday

















I’niycr & I'rnisc ThurMiny 
VouiiR I'wiilfl Fridiiy
10.011 U.ltl. 


















9:30 a.m, The Lord’s Supper 
11 ;00 a.m. Family Bible 
llmir and Sunday School 
7 00 p.rn. Evening Service
WE OA,EE
Dodicntod to Service 
Bonriblo prices
Wednesday
8 p.rn. Prayer & Bible Study
Your six community chapels




'1 am the l.lght of the World”
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay
a.ooa.m. Holy Communion 
10,00a m- (lioral Communion 
Rev.R.Sansom 
656-487(1 ' ^ ■ "■ 656"3223
EVERYBODY WELCOME




Morning ser v ice 11 .'to .♦ .m,
Fellowship Hour 
Wednc.'iday 8 p.m, 
PASTOR RON KOCH 3a3-7(i77 
Churf h office 6fi6-2721
MEMORIAL GIFTS









»r« *n 4lp()f#tt»l»Cl MIKk of fklflAf.f 
urcluMVftiy tor 
«)« lAKUO. nt miiKK.1i to hh7 
I'.iilixifiKiii Avtimm, Vii-KiKii CiiiKls »Ki 
wfif to ihd hruikvArt wnd tun otfieiiil 
roffiifil iskithf) 16 Kid ilc.firif
LADYSWITIl 245-2331 
NANAIMO 753-2032
The ijjjigesl independent, fam 
ily and. conlrolled chain, 
in Cnnadft. Sands since HH2. 
You are welcome to come in 
lo any of our chapeh* and see 
the reverent mirrmmdlngfi.
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Co-Operation Key as others see It
By ERIC SHERWOOD
Three percent of the population 
of British Columbia is North 
American Indian.
Thirty-five percent of the
population of British Columbia 
prisons is Indian.
Fifty percent of the female 
population of Oakalla prison is 
Indian.
Indians do not become 
policemen, court workers, pilots, 
stewardesses, bank-clerks.
doctors, businessmen, insurance 
agents and so on.
In our country of equal rights, 
something is wrong.
There is a gap to be bridged 
between the redman’s and the 
Whiteman's cultures.
Eighty-three years after the
last massacre of 370 Indians at 
Wounded Knee, the bridge has 
not been started.
The culture and civilization of 
the Whiteman are essentially 
material: his measure of success 
is; “How much property have I 
acquired for myself?”
Nothing makes a man feel the bite of his age quite so much as 
reminiscing about his boyhood to a youthful audience and getting a 
coldly polite hearing.
I should know better by now,
1 should just shut up, knowing that you can’t carry youngsters back 
to where they’ve never been.
Two or three mornings a week, you see, I act as chauffeur for .some 
of the neighborhood children, boys and girls between the ages of nine 
and 13.
I’m not usually conscious enough in the morning to pay much at­
tention to their talk, much less go in for any reminiscing, but the other 
morning it irritated me to hear them discussing the gloomy afternoon 
in prospect.
'These kids aren’t the way we were, you know.
Everything’s organized for them — baseball, football, basketball, 
even badminton.
'There are all sorts of clubs, community groups and organizations 
that weren’t even dreamed about when we were young.
And this, it seemed, was an afternoon when nothing had been 
scheduled for their amusement.
Why, you poor boobs, I thought —
“What’s the matter with you kids you can’t organize a little fun for 
yourselves?” I said, trying to keep the early morning petulance from 
my voice.
“Why, when I was your age we never worried about how to put in an 
afternoon.”
“Really, Mr. Scott? ” said a voice from the back seat.
Oh,oh, Ithought. It’sthatpolitetone. loughttostopnow.
“Yes, really,” I said, with more sharpness than Untended.
“Why, we used to play Andy-Andy-Aye-Over and Peggy and Conkers 
and Chase. Chase is what you play with alleys; you know, one guy tries 
to hit the other guy’s alley and then he tries to hit the other guy’s ....” 
Why, oh why, don’t I just shut up in the mornings, 1 was thinking.
“So what’s Conkers? ” a voice asked, heavy with’ooredom.
“You play it with horse chestnuts. You put a chestnut on a string and 
then take turns socking the other fellow’s chestnut.
“You won’t believe this' but I had a chestnut that lasted a whole 
month. It got to be hard like iron.”
“You hit each other’s chestnuts, eh, Mr. Scott?” I heard a voice and 
then a muffled titter.
. “Fbr a whole afternoon?”
Oh, this Russell character, I was thinking.
A born comedian.
He'll be in jail before he’s 21.
“'Ihat’s right, Russell,'' 1 said innocently.
"It was really good fiui in an unsophisticated way."
'That'll hold him, 1 thought.
I’d got myself thinking about those wonderful games we used to 
play and, almost without thinking, I said, “I was the best in my school 
at Milk Tops. I once had eight thousand and forty milk lops.”
Oh, you blabbermouth, 1 chastized myself.
“Milk tops, Mr. Scott?”
“1 suppose you kids never play Milk 'Tops,” I came back scornfully. 
“Well. you slam down the milk lop — you know, the cap off the top of 
a quart of milk — and once your milk top ends up touching another you 
take the whole bunch.”
“Milk cartons don’t have tops any more, Mr. Scott,” said Russell, a 
fact I’d totally forgotten.
“But even if they did, why would you want them?”
“'Tlie older lops were the best,” I said, trying to ignore the points 
he’d scored.
“I used to haveone milk top that was just so tired and so limp that it 
would stick as if it were glued.”
I could almost feel that old, dirty, frayed, beloved milk top.
“You keep throwing down milk tops and the winner gets all the milk 
tops, Mr. Scott?” I heard Russell enquire and, again, there were the 
muffled titters
“Gee, that sounds just as good a game as Conkers!” More titters. 
“That’s right, Russell,” I said, all too aware that he’d beaten me. 
I drove on to the school and let them out and drove slowly home, 
playing game after game in my imagination and taking all of Russell’s 
chestnuts and milk tops.
The Eight Side
PERRY MASON for those of you who may have missed the"
news, has struck out, n ’ w S
'Thehero of countless novels and television serials has met his“ 
match at last -- in fact, has met his match twice, nay, thrice, S
'The first strike against the seemingly invincible Mr, Mason " 
was announced in a small, wire-copy story — filed by UPI in Los S 
Angeles — which was buried on a back-page of one of the~ 
California newspapers I subscribe to. ~
Raymond Burr, the New Westminster actor who portrayed" 
the criminal lawyer for God-knows-how-many years on everysi 
television station I have ever watched, has lost his first courts 
case, SS
Burr, it seems wa.s busted for drunk driving on one of theS 
freeways in Los Angeles, ^
; He took his case to court and apparently decided his longSS
1 experience with television courtrooms qualified him to defend"
■ himself in a real-life court of law. S;
• He may have qualified— but he lost his case, Z
" He Heemed to expect, the news item said, one of the witnesses —
" he cross-examined to break down on the stand and conlo.ss, or“:
" for someone in the spectator’s gallery lo leap lo his feet and Z 
ZI admit the foul deed had been of his making, “
" No one did. Z
2 Burr-Mason, it was determined, had been driving and hadZ 
S lrcen drunk, E
" So ho lost his first case, Z
Z .'llie second strike against the legend of Perry Mason came™
S with the screening — on an American station—" of a program s 
25 called "The New Perry Mason”, «
S I don't w'alch much TV, hut (his little announcement in thes 
" li,stings of my paper drew rny attention irresistably, ~
S5 A new Perry Mason’" 5
" Unthinkable, unheard of, im|)osslble, 5
" For as long as I could remember, Perry Ma,son WAS 5 
" Raymond Burr, or Raymond Uuit WAS Perry Mason — Ibcj 
S roles iKKianio clouded in my mind . ■
" 'llierost of the cast was also indelibly stamped on my memory!
SZ eell^ '” Della Street was (he moiwy-haired, innocuous lady who 
"worofunny skirts: Paul Drake was a tall, dumb detective who" 
" always rushed into the courtroom at thd last minute with a clue 5 
which let Mason find the HEAL culprit : Harry Berger was the** 
"ascetic prosecutor who was always objecting and never win- 
Suing,
" But I tuned in for the New Perry Mason. just (0 see what havoc 
ailollywtxHl had wrought: I was apallcd,
S! Iho new Perry Mason was thin, suave, debonair - not short, 
"jowly and homey,
z: Tim new DeUa Street was blonde, beautiful and smart,
" 'Hie new Paul Drake was — like Mason - natty, witty and 
"articulate (gone were the (dnid sports Jackets with laiHfls out to 
Shern, the vacuous, empty expression, the greased hair).
" And Hairy Berger had Ihh-ii replaced liy a dumpy, loud 
, 5‘‘'?bunlry boy”, who never objtoied, hut who ahvays nceditkl 
3Perry from the prosecutor's table.
" I was aghast.,,, did Hollywood really eximct lo get away wltli 
ZSthis sacrilege?
2 Apparenlly.
3 ft didn’t work, though.
3 Perrv Mason’s third, and last. strike was announced this week Z 
SiniTime magnstino,:- "
" The Ntiv/ Perry Mason has hillen the dust, cancelled by theZ 
Snelwork by reason of {Xior ratings. "
3 In a way. I’m glad; even though the whole sequence of events *3 
3han killed one of the few constants in my life. "
3 At least a lot of other jxmple mil there finally agreed w iih me. 53 
" Maybe there’s hope yot, 3
niiimiMiiiiiiiinniniiniiniiininimiiiuuiiiiiiiii;
The following column wa.s 
written for publication in The 
Hospital Guardian, house organ 
for the B.C. Hospital Employees’ 
Union local 180, by that 
newspaper’s editor, Don Collins.
It appeared in the October 
issue of 'The Guardian.
Gather ’round me chil’n and I’ll 
tell you a modernAlay (ferry) 
Tale.”'
Once upon a time there dwelt in 
the Magic Kingdom of Vancouver 
Island a band of headhunters 
known as Tourist Trappers.
Half of the time the people of 
this band could be found pouncing 
upon tourists.
The other half of the time was 
spent running to the bank with 
valuables taken from their prey, 
They kept very fit this way 
And happy.
Most of the unsuspecting 
tourists were brought to the 
enchanted Island Kingdom by the 
impressive big blue and white 
ships of the Bennett Navy.
Then one day these ships — 
known to the common folk as 
ferries — stopped sailing.
The ferry workers — a name 
that has confused people in other 
parts of the land — were on 
strike.
Many of the little joys of 
summer wore gone. For instance, 
one could no longer enjoy the 
sweet relaxation of a five-hour 
delay in bumper-to-hiimper 
traffic while waiting in the 
sweltering sun to board a ferry.
Nor coultl one be entertained 
anymore by the sound that is 
made when a d(»g -- trapi)ed on a 
dock wiihoul trees makes the 
most o( one's car door.
And gone was the man with the 
mournful bagpipes vyho had heerii 
hired by those in high office to 
test the endurance of weary 
travellers.
The most unhappy people of all 
were the Tourist Trappers of 
Vaneouver Island,
Withmil hoatlonds . of
Americans, Japanese and 
a:-tsorted Canadians to pre'y upon, 
(liey,wero„forcecl to considerThe 
lyjssibility of stealing from one 
another.
The cry of alarm went up. 
Motels, hotels and restaurants 
would be empty,
Hundreds of employeoa would 
have to be laid off.
People wluv normally thrived 
on tourism would soon he 
deslilute and in need of welfare 
,, aid. T ;
Tourism's own orcliesira tlie 
Greater Victoria Chamber of 
Commerce — was offering up a 
concerto to an Empty Caiih 
Register and demanding that the 
provincial government order the 
villainr of ("''Tgia ytrob hf>c|c mi 
the job so that the money makers 
would not have this tortlble in­
terruption to their flow of cash, 
Now, every Terry' l.r>le worth 
its salt water requires a prince of
sorts on a, while steed,.. , a. hero
willing t,o ride olf inlo tlie eye of 
t he st orm to si ay the dragon, send
the evil witch packing, or 
otherwise right the wrongs that 
have been done.
Having found no likely can-^ 
didates in the Chamber of’ 
Commerce All-Gash Register 
Orchestra, or among the unhappy 
Headliunters, T took this role 
upon rnyself and headed north on 
Vancouver Island with a cargo of 
plasma and cold beans for the 
tourism folks I truly expected to 
find wounded and starving along 
the';way.^;
I rode in a dirty yellow car, on 
the theory that a white steed isn’t 
all it’s cracked up to be when 
confronted with a dragon.
And what sorrow I found in the 
stricken land. ?
I met a tourist resort operator 
who wept ofMjnly because he had 
been kept awake all night by 
mobs of travellers trying to get 
onto his already overcrowded 
grounds.
“Yes,” said another operator, 
“the strike is indeed a terrible 
thing and I’d like to take time and 
talk to you about it, but as you 
can see. I’m too busy with this 
overflow crowd of tourists I have 
at my place.”
It appeared to the F^rince in the 
Dirty Yellow Car that every 
tourist slanded on the Mainland 
by the ferry strike had been 
replaced by one stranded in the 
Island Kingdom, including 
n number of Kingdom inhabitants 
who would have left the Island for 
holidays had the strike not oc­
curred.
The culture of the redman was 
fundamentally spiritual; his 
measure of success was: “How 
much service have I rendered to 
my people?”
But now he has become a 
second-class minority in his 
home and native land, pushed 
onto pockets of real-estate and 
told he must obey laws structured 
to cater to a foreign culture.
Television has shown him the 
desired wonders of affluence 
which he cannot afford to buy; 
how Mazdas are superior to 
moccasins, potent liquor is 
preferable lo the peace-pipe, 
credit ratings arc more im­
portant than kindness and 
compassion.
' But he can’t afford Mazdas. nor 
can he establish credit ratings.
As we drive along the highway, 
we can see that his dwelling place 
has become a dumping ground 
for worn-out discards.
On the Saanich Peninsula there 
are four reserves — the East 
Saanich (Tsa-aout). (West 
Saanich (Tsartlip), Coles Bay 
(Pauquachin) and Pat Bay 
(Tsaykum) wherein reside 
almost 1,000 people.
During the course of my work, I 
see home life on the reserves and 
have become deeply disturbed 
that, in the midst of affluence, 
our brothers and sisters there 
don’t have a chance to secure the 
benefits that our society sup­
posedly offers.
Adequte food, clothing, shelter 
and the general amenities of life 
that we accept as the norm are 
not their lot.
Perhaps the most important 
point to get across is that Indians 
are not a tightly-knit racial 
group.
!n fact, the racial differences 
among the Indians of B.C. can be 
likened To the countries of 
Europe.
There is about as much 
similarity between an English­
man and an Icelander as there is 
bet\veen a Salish and a 'Tsaykum;
To compound the issue, Indian 
people have the nasty habit of 
thiriking for Themselves and have 
become affiliated with various 
churches and ^liticai groups.. 
The search for a solution which 
will please “the Indian” must 
end; their young people, like 
ours, are impatient and im­
petuous.
They see the problems and 
refuse to believe that we don’t see 
the same things.
To be more specific. There are 
several areas which can be 
seriously considered to bring 
about a better relationship 
between the Indian people and 
the rest of the population.
Tokenism must be brought to 
end immediately.
Setting up committees on 
which Indians are seated as 
tokens has been the practice for 
far too long.
If an Indian person is capable 
of making a contribution on a 
particular committee or group, 
that person should Itc appointed 
on his merits, rather than his 
race, the same as Italians, 
Chinese, Britisli, Gormans, or
any other Canadians are.
Perhaps the greatest area of 
long-range concern is in the field 
of education.
As a first step, there should be 
changes made in the te.xtbooks 
used in B.C. schools and in the 
present curriculum to allow the 
students (Indian and non-Indian 
alike) to accept the fact that 
Indians played an integral part in 
the history of Canada.
Indian involvement in all areas 
should become a natural part of 
all courses ~ science, social 
studies, history, literature, 
poetry and art, and should be 
incorporated at the kindergarten 
level, without the emphasis 
which is now placed on “Indian 
Studies”.
'To liave a special chapter set 
aside lo study the Indians of 
Canada, or to set special days or 
weeks aside as “Indian Days or 
Weeks”, is being unfair to 
childi-en.
It makes a mockery of their 
contributions — and those of their 
fathers — and tends to roman­
ticize the “Noble Savage” image.
Indian children are often 
embarrassed and ridiculed by 
this type of approach to their 
place in history.
The non-Indian children re 
losing an important chunk out of 
their history, as well, by having 
Indians set aside in such a 
strange way.
Provincial funds should be 
made available to bands which 
wish to set up classes locally to 
teach the local dialect, language 
and cultural activities to their 
children.
In our immediate area, the 
Saanich Peninsula, we we have 
an opportunity to help right the 
wrongsThat exist.
Municipal councils must 
become more involved with the 
Indian band councils; they should 
meet often to discuss areas of 
common concern.
Any developments proposed 
adjacent to a reserve rhust meet 
with the joint approval of both • 
councils.
The reserve councils must be 
consulted regarding comhaunity 
activities and deyelopnaents, be 
they senior citizens’ centres; : 
sporting facilities; social centres, ? 
dr whatever.'■ '"'v;'•
Mutual exchange; for example, 
could benefit all citizens of North
,America."
We in North Saanich need a 
cultural hall for displays, band 
concerts and shows; an ideal one 
exists on the Coles Bay Reserve.
The new Longhouse is ideally 
suited for such ventures ; let’s gel 
together and use our common 
facilities instead of (a) being 
without or (b) spending lax 
dollars to duplicate such 
facilities.
On the West Saanich Reserve, 
there is an excellent grocery 
store and handicrafts shop; local 
residents should be doing 
themselves land the Tsarllips) a 
favor by usingThe.se facilities. 
You know, I believe that 
The more we can get together, 
The more we can see each other 
and recognize ourselves for what 




28 oz. Tin For
Oh, there wnH the occasional 
vacancy sign, But generally the 
Hocoinmodatlon left was in the 
form of n dog liousc or v/oodshwl.
On one occasion, the Prince 
was ushered Into a Irailer* and 
charged more ihan he would 
normally bo charged for the use 
of a full cabin.
Things wore so crowded and 
cluUered. as n matter of aot, that 
the family taking a motel unit 
liecause of thi! view of the sea 
would get up In the morning to 
find li couldn't see anything but 
, the Tw(v campers that liad booh 
parked right oul.sidc the window 
overnight,
All of this kept the ofieralor 
busy dodginii botwc'on motel 
unit!) iind campers and ixfeking 
around trees to see that none of 
this huge crowd of overnight 
guests escaped vdlhout leaving 
the prescribed amount of gold.
At one point he stubbed lus toe 
and whimpered, ,
Times were indeed bad.
Down at ’Victoria, (he situation 
wasn’t any ixiiier.
A friend of the Prince phoned 
five motels and hotels in sue- 
eessiori and wa.s unable lo obtain 
accommodation.
And now that it is all over, a 
I’rowing group of Tourist 
'Trappers snys it is going To sue 
the ferry workers for loss of 
businesR. It might lx* just ns well 
if this group doesn’t call the 
Prince ns a witness. *
Real Estate JOHN BRUCE 
SIDNEY 
REALTY
WHERE SHOULD YOU 
LOOK FOR
MORTGAGE MONEY?
If an expert Realtor was loToll you today, the information 
might iM’Out of date when you got around to iiKing it.
The reason is that (he money market is constantly changing. 
It varie.s from hrea (0 nreanndfrom time to time, with rate 
riuciuations from one source or .situation to another.
A ibffereuce of only one half of one percent for instance, on a 
mortgage of $i"(Mm over 20 years, eould moke a difference of 
$j,13(1,10, depending on how it was calculated
With tertay’r, tif’!'.'. 'wn'wy, (Iv finding of avoilnble mortgage 
money can lie crucial lothe purchase or saleof a property.
One of the jobs of a competeol professional is knowing the 
rnortgiige market, the mluniuilion lie accumulalcs m liis day- 
to day reid estate dealings is of vital importance lo a bnyer or 
seller, though it Is often overshadowed by more superficial parts 
of a real e.siale transaction.
Unless yon are knowledgeable, with up-hwkite information on 
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bungling lhaC ; Surrounded the 
Parkland School project.
Readers may recall I strongly 
advocated a different site for this 
school to avoid a number of in­
tractable problems; but my 
views were ignored by my 
colleagues and condemned by 
this newspaper.
Perhaps a timely letter from 
Mr. Philp could have triggered 
some remedial action before the 
event.
Incidently, at that time, the 
mayor of North Saanich was also 
a member of the school board, 
and therefore, a direct com­
munication channel was at least 
available.
I must also point out that three 
current members of the school 
board, one from North Saanich, 
the one from Sidney, and the 
appointee from Saanich, not then 
being members, are in no way 
involved in the fiasco.
My residual regret is that Mr. 
Philp, in reviewing priorities for 
his entrance to public office, did 
not opt for the school board 
where, if successful, his 
remarkable hindsight could 
perhaps have been pointed 





our choice would be difficult 
indeed.
Why, ij^r. Editor,- it is that I 
only seem to write letters to you 
just before or after elections?
Douglas R. Cook 
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Editor, The Review, Sir:
In reply to the letter sent out by 
the concerned ciUzens.
I wish to point out that many of 
the statements made in this letter 
are not true;
Council is not asking the 
electorate; for a blank cheque.
A folder showing the simple 
breakdd^ of cost has been sent
■■■': OUtMvMi.;-'
; complex is
clearly shownvMwith an ar­
chitect’s plan of the recreation 
centre, on the information sent 
out by council.
It also mentions that swimming 
is available at the present time.
I would point out this is tot^ly 
inadequate for a town the size of 
Sidney, having had; first-hand
knowledge ' of ^swimm^
programs organized by the Cubs 
and Scouts.
M The Guides and Scouts in this 
area are having to turn away 
boys and girls, because of lack of 
facilities.
Local rugby players have to 
play in Royal Oak because no 
grounds are available in the 
district.
So there is definately a need for 
the recreation complex.
If this project is delayed for 
future consideration, it will cost 
the taxpayers much more in the 
future.
F\irthermore, I would like to 
know who the concerned citizens 
are, v/ho are not willing to put 
their names on a statement which 
is totally incorrect.
.J.Pcdlow 
2204 James White Blvd, 
' Sidney
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Jim B. Cumming is trying to 
regain the confidence of an 
electorate, who so recently, and 
so thoroughly, rejected him as 
mayor.
Should he be so fortunate, he 
hopes to contribute to what he 
describes as the re-establishment 
of a responsible council.
He says that a real effort must 
be made to inform the taxpayers 
of council action.
Mr. Cumming has, within the 
pre-election period, discovered 
that taxpayers have a riglit to 
know about their finances; about 
public works; its future planning 
Council business is public 
business; closed meetings are 
used too often.
Intelligent taxpayers have 
been aware of these facts for 
some time.
Six years as mayor would have 
given'Mr. Cumming every op 
portunity to keep taxpayers fully 
informed of council action.
Neither Mayor Cumming, nor 
his associate aldermen, Boon, 
Horth, Taylor, etc., made the 
slightest attempt to keep the 
taxpayers informed.
How amazing it is, that 
politicans realise just days before 
the next election, how remiss 
they were, in the interests of the 
resident taxpayers.
When the music stops on 
Saturday, Nov. 17, it matters not 
[ whether Boon, Horth, or Cum­
ming, occupy the most musical 
chair.
The old order will have been 





Editor; The Review; Sir-
m for the complex?
■'; An. extra'tax?)M;M';'M-;';-;''
Who have been counted as 
.'taxpayers?:-'
Are, then, only home-owners 
payers of direct municipal taxes? 
May it be admitted that all who
' rent apartments, hotel rooms, 
motels, garages, storage and the 
like will also indirectly pay their 
share, because when landowners 
have to pay extra taxation, they 
recover the cost from their 
tenants by raising rents.
Also, if shopkeepers have to 
pay extra taxes on their shops, 
they likewise make up their extra 
expense by adding on their costs 
to the cost of what they sell.
So can it be denied that the cost 
of a recreational complex will 
add to the cost of human life in 













Editor, 'Ihe Review, Sir:
Maybe you can tell me: why is 
it it Is only at election limes that 
we hear' about amulgumation, 
taxes, long coffee breaks, elc.?
ManyTontenllous issues could 
have been presented at council 
meeting during the year.
A majority of residents don’t 
fitiem to cure very much about 
• what: happens between January 
;aiid Septembor,
11 have olwnys advocated much 
more public attondance nt 
council meetings.
I will be first to admit that very 
often much of council's work is on 
paper and is not always uvailuble 
to Uu) public, but generally 
speaking, it la only at council 
meetings that it is possible to 
gauge the integrity, Intelligence 
and logical thinking of each of the 
members who are elected lo 
represent us,
Some, f am afraid, leave n lot 
to to desired, it is also quite 
obvious that some don”! Stonrt 
much time in the community or 
wo much too busy hxiking after 
ouUiidc inlwteta.
Running for mayor of North 
Saanich l» one IJoug Boon, who, 
to mv mind. pornonifleB a degree 
of integrity, intelligence and 
practical common sense that is 
■ incomparable.
livoB here, spends all his 
time ht!re, has no Interests out* 
North Srionleh and he always' 
ihm his homework.
It is fortunate indcitd that all 
candidates do not have such 
'excellent attributes, as 'f>oug or
Editor, The Review, Sir;
1 would like the opportunity to 
rebuff tlie mayor’s statement.s 
re: my actions re: storm drains 
and sport complex.
As to Storm drains, 1 have 
never slated that we did not mied 
them. But I have, and still do, 
question the scope and 
procedures being follosvcd to 
satisfy Uu} obligation to tlie 
pollution board and relievo the 
flooding which luis occured.
Strangely enough, his
reference to clo.Hing-ln unsightly 
and unhealthy open ditches was
never discussed by the mayor, 
nor ever considered a major 
problem except by one alderman, 
and then only as an argument in 
favour of storm drains. I have 
never opposed the installing of 
drains on used road allowances, 
but, because of monies involved, 
have maintained that a number 
of undeveloped road allowances 
could be left to the future, when 
the more pressing needs have 
been completed. I might say that 
the mayor is well aware that 95 
j>ercenl of flooding is brought 
about by the sewers backing up, 
and on Resthaven Drive, where 
several homes have been flooded 
in the last two winters by storm 
water entering the storm water 
system, no concentrated effort 
has been made to correct this 
situation, even after repeated 
requests by myself that this
problem be cleared up.
Re; the complex. I am deeply 
flattered that I, and a majority of 
other citizens, felt that an open 
pool was not the best value at a 
possible $100,000 plus for 
recreation for two and one half 
months of the year and I alone 
defeated it. I have never felt that 
Sidney alone should provide a 
complex from tax dollars and the 
minutes of SPARA will shov; that 
I opposed the Town of Sidney- 
becoming involved through 
taxation, and the subsequent 
attempt to raise the necessary 
funds by public subscription, an 
effort which failed dismally 
considering the great numbers of 
people who supposedly wanted 
these facilities.
Following the SPARA drive’s 
collapse, certain individuals 
managed to persuade the mayor 
and, certain aldermen to 
hold a pool referendum, and in 
the wisdom of the directors of 
SPARA, they requested that an 
alternate referendum be placed 
before the people to ascertain 
which they would chose to sup­
port, if any. But the mayor, on 
receipt of; the SPARA request, 
heatedly denounced SPARA, as a 
most irresponsible group who 
were deliberately attempting to 
defeat the pool.
I '"Supported tiieir action then 
arid still ■ do .1 proposed later ^ 
after the pool Was defeated that 
we try to get the. three 
municipalities together to ex­
plore the possibility of a joint 
endeavour. This came about 
because a majority of council 
favored the action, and I might 
say with no great show of favor 
by the mayor, which was 
evidenced by his lack-lustre 
attitude as the head of the prime 
movers of the joint meeting. This 
approach was allowed to die a 
natural death, with no attempt by 
Mayor Dear to pursue the 
project.
I am accused of being in­
consistent, but I feel the shoe is 
on the other foot.
I never felt that a partial 
complex was the best approach to 
the best economic operation of a 
sjX)rls facility and I so staled in 
council, and at the lime that the 
SPARA complex was suggested 
as town submission, the 
realization of the seriousness of 
water and the cost to improve it, 
had not been so pressingly 
evident as it is now,
I therefore do not feel my ac­
tions are inconsistent in view ol 
circuiustanccs.
When the matter of a complex 
was raised by « certain alderman 
la.sl .\ugust, I refused t<» supiwrt 
the iH'oiMjsal as pre.sented, for the 
following reasons; That it was 
rushing the projrisition before 
ascertaining whether tlie Central 
.gjitmich project was dead; before 
ascertaining all the avenues of 
grants, etc.; before - total 
dlsml.s»nl of corporate par­
ticipation by our neighbours; and 
finally spending $7,(»(X) plus to 
hire architects to prepare sketch
drawings, etc. when sketch 
drawings, schedules of financial 
operation, etc., all approved by 
the Securities Commission of 
provincial government, and 
available from SPARA at no cost 
for referendum purposes. But the 
mayor and alderman Andersen 
were most emphatic in spending 
the money to engage architects.
And, finally, in the last two 
months it has become over­
whelmingly evident that we are 
faced with the cost of improving 
the water supply and in a sizeable 
sum. And so, at the expense of 
being inconsistent, I finally 
decided to face up to what ex­
penses Sidney is faced with. So, 
rather than hoping these other 
problems would go away, I 
decided to present the financial 
problems that face Sidney and 
leave it to the citizens to make 
their own decision as to the extent 
of property tax they wish to 
assume.
To be called inconsistent does 
not worry me in the least, if, in 
my heart, 1 have altered my mind 
in the interests of the people who 




Editor, The Review, Sir;
We were interested to note on 
reading the various platform 
statements distributed by the 
candidates for election in North 
Saanch, that none but Dr. Herta 
Hartmanshenn presented any 
concrete proposals for the use 
and development of the large 
area now within the agricultural 
land reserve.
Is it because there are so few 
voters in this area — most are 
absentee?
Now that the Land Act has 
settled the issue of the preser 
vation of rural land, there arises 
a new issue — what to dp with it?
Land owners within this frozen 
“wasteland” now ask them- 
selves
1. What plans can I make to 
use this land?
2. Gan I clear (remove tim 
;ber)?„,,,M
3; Will there be easy financing 
available ior such necessities as 
fencing, breaking land, stocking 
with animals; building irrigation 
ponds, etc? ; :
4: Will I be able to lease ad 
jacent acreage from other land
owners in order to make 
economically viable unit?
5. Will the small mixed farm 
be encouraged, in preference to 
the large, monoculture-big- 
business type operation? (It is 
apparent that the growing energy 
crisis is going to affect the 
already high cost of food 
production. The dependence of 
large operations on fuel oil, ar­
tificial fertilizers, herbicides, 
pesticides — which require huge 
quantities of energy to produce 
and transport — is a dangerous 
situation. Tlie return to smaller, 
mixed farms, where a balance of 
animals and crops is possible, 
should be encouraged to begin 
immediately.)
The implementation of the 
intent of the Land Act in North 
Saanich suggests;
1. Energetic people willing to 
live a basic, simple life style on a 
lower than average income.
2. Co-operative use of land and 
farm machinery.
3. Co-operative farm markets
4. Co-operation with some level 
of government in setting up 
committee of land owners in­
terested in development of their 
land for farm use — or leasing it 
for that purpose.
5. Relief from taxation — 
presently being used to provide 
servicing to growing residential 
areas.
If people are going to be 
discouraged from actively far­
ming in this area until the year 
2001 or whenever, then this whole 
program will become another 
unjust way of preserving “rural 
land to look at”.
This highly valuable land 
cannot be kept in limbo; it must 
be developed as farmland as soon 
as possible -— or its status 
changed to green-belt use 
requiring purchase from the 
owners.
James S, and Edith Gardner 
11145 Heather 
R.R. 1 Sidney.
cona Regional Board found that a 
similar complex in their district 
estimated at the same cost as 
the Sidney proposal-increased in 
cost by $500,000 during the period 
between 1973 until now. By 
making some changes, the cost 
was lowered by $100,000, but it 
serves as an indication of what 
our ultimate cost could be.
The bylaw indicates that the 
cost of the Sidney recreational 
complex can be spread over 30 
years, which would permit that a 
mill rate of 6V2 - 7 mills could be 
established, but that the final 
overall cost would be greater 
than that of a 20-year period —- 
much greater.
Are we taking into con­
sideration the cost cost of upkeep 
and replacement of costly 
equipment required in the 
operation of said complex? Also, 
are we thinking of the energy 
















THE FOOT OF BEACON AVE.ASK FOR BRUCE
lowest prices on a 24 HOUR BASIS
MorauHBtaKMBnw
r~ FOR ALDERMAN !N NORTH SAANICH
Writer 'Worried^
Editor, The Review Sir:
I wish first to thank you for 
publishing rriy efforts at letters to 
your column and for explaining 
what democracy and freedom of 
the press are all about.
It was interesting to note, in The 
Daily Colonist of Noy. 1 that the 
directors of the Comox-Strath-
The Price Shown For
The 20" Zenith Chromacolour H 
In The White's T.V. Advertisement In The Issue 
oi Hovember 7th Of >449* Was A Typographical 
Error And Should Have Read >549“




URGE YOU TO EXERCISE 
YOUR RIGHT
BEACON READY-IVIIX LTD
Call us (or READY MIXED CONCRETE 
WASHED SAND a GRAVEL - DRAIN GRAVEL





Whor®var ihft whatovor tha siza .,v7tt can handlo any )ob! 
S»tv» tlmis, mon«y with roftdy mix concTota. for inlormation 
and Iffto Mt)mBia9.,.phoiia; •
656-5555
2008 HENRY AVE. WEST, SIDNEY, B.C,
THE 24 HOUR U-DRIVE SERVICE
386-3368
SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
SINCE 1900
JOHN C. N. LAPHAM
For Information And Transportation Phone 656-4247 Or 656-4802
ISiWlqaiilimHKDMI
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facing every person in much of 
the world?
There is no use closing our eyes 
and saying: “Don’t look now and 
all these nasty things will go 
away.”
The above situation can only 
worsen.
It is hoped that the taxpayers of 
Sidney have given some thought 
to the points, I have tried to bring 
out regarding the cost and other 
factors of this suggested com­
plex, as well a the very likely 
probability of a like complex in
Central Saanich in the near 
future.
It must be remembered by the 
taxpayers of Sidney if this 
proposal is carried by popular 
vote that they will pay three 
separate charges: 1) the capital 
cost, (21 the maintenance costs 
and (3) the entrance fees if they 
wish to use the facility, whereas 
those from other municipalities 
can use the facility by simply 
paying the entrance fee.
I must confess that a great part 
of my worry comes from the fact 
that the theatre has had to close 
because of lack of patronage, the
bowling alley, which is most 
efficient, seems to have problems 
in staying open for the same 
reason and some of the 
statements made in the council 
would indicate that a loss of the 
Sanscha recreational facilities is 
possible for lack of money.
The mayor's letter in The 
Review of Oct. 31, concerning Mr. 
Robinson's inconsistency 
regarding the recreational 
complex: surely the mayor 
understood Mr. Robinson’s 
reluctance to spend money on a 
facility that could have only 
limited use.
It is quite impossible to see 
where he is being inconsistent or 
illogical in wishing for a try for 
an inter-municipal complex.
We appreciate the fact that this 
man has the ability to change 
when he is convinced it is for the 
good of the community.
In closing, 1 wish to commend 
Sidney council for its stand on the 
zoning bylaw
In spite of great pressure 
brought to bear by promoters and 
developers, we were pleased to 
hear at the meeting of Monday, 
Oct. 29 that council was deter­
mined to maintain its position for 
better zoning management.
Mrs. K. Hissett 
2.517 .Vmlu'i st 
Sidnev
and council come out with a 
proper plan of development and 
pul a pure water supply at the top 
of their list of priorities many 
Sidney ratepayers are going to 
continue to vote “NO'' on 







Editor, 'llie Review. Sir:
With reference to the upcoming 
referendum concerning a 
recreation complex for the Town 
of Sidney.
1 feel, and i am sure that my 
feelings are shared by man\ 
Sidney taxpayer that before we 
are asked to vote haphazardly a 
money by-law here and another 
there - that the mayor and council 
should draw up and submit to the 
ratepayers a properly-conceived 
plan for the orderly development 
of the necessities and amenities 
required for our town and in 
dicate the priorities that should 
be assigned to such projects.
At the top os such a list should 
be an adequate supply of potable 
water.
To ask Sidney ratepayers to 
approve a large expenditure for a 
recreation complex, however 
desirable such an amenity may 
be, but to expect them to put up, 
during the summer months, with 
water of inferior quality,and even 
that in short supply, is asking too 
much, when they know full well 
that they are going to have to face 
a major expenditure in the im­
mediate futiire for improvements 
to their water system.
Until such time as our mayor
Editor, 'nu' Review. Sir:
Your columnist recently 
reported former alderman Fred 
Robinson suggesting that 
overhead wiring was of no con­
cern to residents of Sidney.
I refuse lo be drawn into any 
l)lue collar vs. white collar 
argument concerning the al­
titudes towards such wiring.
-Merely ask any eight-year-old 
child and he will tell you how ugly 
it is.
It is high time that Mr. 
Robinson, and others of like 
viewpoints, recognize this 
ugliness and do something 
positive about it.
They might as well recognize 
here and now that it will never be 
any cheaper and their 
procrastination will only lead to 
higher eventual costs when 
sanity eventually prevails con­





-As to this last, let me tell users 
what they are drinking: the 
number of septic tanks outflows 
into the lake and thousands of 
bathers make the water quality 
questionable, at best.
I. and a man from the water 
rights branch, were talking about 
all this recently.
He said “we are continually 
testing the water, are often on the 
point of condemning it; but what 
the hell can we do but slap in 
more chlorine?"
North Saanich, without losing 
its riu'ality. could help.
But for God's sake, let's get 
busy and do something.
Sufferer
Saanichton
FRID-\Y - SATURDAY . NOV. 16 & 17
Buy Three Get One Free
Limit 8 to a customer
.AVAILABLE AT VITEWAY STOI
600'2 West Saanich Rd. 652 -3132
Thanks
Editor, n>e Review, Sir:
.■\ note of appreciation for the 
parents and children in (he 
Maryland area for a most 
pleasant Hallowe'en.
'Hie inventive and delightful 
"dress-ups”, the happy voices, 
merry faces and polite "thank 
you's" made it a pleasure to open 
our door and greet the weird and 
wonderful visitors.






Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
No municipal office seeker has 
anything to say about an 
operative water supply for 
Sidney and Central Saanich.
Central Saanich may have 
bitten off more than it can chew 
in the sewerage deal.
All the more reason to hurry 
along lots of water, and good 
water.
CARAVEL IMPORTS, Dept. 5 
1231 Parker St., Vancouver 6, B.C.
CK-686 -
26 Inch Colour TV - 
Black Matrix picture tube, 
push button tuner, antique 
pecan cabinet with folding 




26 Inch Colour TV - 
Contemporary Walnut 
Cabinet, high brightness 





26 Inch Colour TV - 
Black Matrix picture tube, 
push button tuner, con­
temporary low boy walnut 
cabinet series “.A” Solid 





Walnut upright Cabinet with 
folding doors for use as liquor 






If you believe That efficient and effective 
of our Municipal affairs cain only/be |rovid^^ 
active, interested and Impartial mayor, /
1.
3,
ST-10l(i - MetllttMTanciin Console Stereo
in Feeun Veneer, AM FM ratllo, H.S.R.
Chiuifter,
Re«. -31JM»5 Sale .
OKWIMliUMIAn
ST*l<)i;! » CoiUeniporar.v Console StertMt 
in Walnut ( abinel. B.S.R Changer, AM FM
Reg. - 2!lf>.00
wT.no5 „ ii : RCF-tnyta , ' ' ■
C«ittt‘iinju>tary SteriM) 
Console in Instant Financing
Component StereoH
in Wulmit & Chnune wlili Deluxe Changer .tV A.MI*.
fifirrad changer & AM FM 
Riidin. Reg, 199,00 If You Wish AM FM Itadln. Reg. 229.9.V
..... ’387” : .s,.,. ’184"
INSIDE THE DOOR AT THE BEACON MALL NEXT DOOR TO ROBINSONS
APPLIANCE LTD.
BEACON PLAZA MALL 652-3511
In 1972 the Provincial (JovernmenI announced iLs readiness lo eoiUribtilo a (ir.inl (o any 
Municipality of 1 aof the cost of a Recreation Project provided such Grant would not exccMl I 3 
of ;t MillionDollars, jimi on 7th November 1973 Sidney Review ran )i Front Page Displiiy an- 
niuiiu'ing ‘ Sidney Gels $333,333 lo Build iiMec. Centre”. However the fact remitins Sidney Df)F.S 
NUT HAVE A CHEgUK IN THIS AMOUNT FROMTHK Province at this time, Is this an iilUimpI to 
predisijoiie llte 'I iixpaym's towards a()proval of proposed Ily-haw 49.'> on which we are askedio vole 
OMOVtlvNoyember?'/,' ■'' ;,/ /
Such a fh anl lia.s oln iously been antieipaled l:»y Sidney Council BUT theirHy l/itw 495 roquestk 
aulliorily to Ltorrow the siim of $9(l7,i)p() for ,a t'ornlhnyd total of $i,3fKt,(i(Hi wlierens the Heview 
article thics llte figure (if $<i7i).(ii)0 which they say is “aboul I 3 of llie loUi| yosl of the Coniplex,*’ 
Why do not Lioth parlies use I h(t same figures? Wliy confuse Ihe Kleclors?
Council annotiricemerils to dtiie have fttiletl in make available the Hupixirling fads lo wliich fhe 
Wtlcrs ai:e en1 illed to iiermit <)f their logicjtl consideration of the ComftlexLSome generitlltis are 
menlioitwl in the Review arllele hut the Voters still don't know (i» Has a compelenl surviiy Iteeri 
made to astjerlain to wliat extent the ComplexAvould be used Ity Residents of .Sidney? iTu 'I'ho 
number and cost of .Sttdf required to operate the Project liii) The:estimated annual costs ol 
Maintenance, Repairs ijnd Upkeep, etc., / :
Again - wtty Itave no answers l,)een given to reqtatsls for information concerning (it The 
availability of an icssured suijply of Water for the Complex, nor an (tslimiile of Sidney’s sltiire of its 
anticipated participation in llte reputed multi-inilllon dollar pipeline to bring Sooke wafer on to t he : 
Penin.su)a, HI i When will cm addition to the Sewage I’lant he rwiiiired -- n»)W said Lo tie o|)erjiling 
at full capacitv? Uii) Wltai Capital Expenditures are anticipated in respect, of .School.s, IlospitalH. 
additions to the Tow n 1 Itdl - Fire Hall or the rw.«-sibilit y of a fully paid Fire Deparlmenl. Tliese are 
:ill iirojectHon which the very existence of Sidney depemls, fn.stead. Taxpayers liave lieen warned 
to expect a conceivable increase within the next three (3) years from the present, tax level of tir»,(i4 
lo 111.3mills, which is l)y no means reassuring.
, It should 1.10 iioKmI there is no < 3auso in By L..MW 49.Dhat specifically limits tlie acUons lluii Council, 
may iaktvshould llien total estimated cost of be exceeded so thtsl, with Innalionruiming
out'ol coiitrul iwwatlays. litis create;-, the impression Uiat Taxpayer.*; are being asked for a '’blank 
cheque".
. It stands to reason "that first things should come first,” Sidtujy is already hutdened with sub- 
sianlial delii of some $1,400,01)0, We consider this is oof the time to tic a.sking the ‘ra,v|i|iyer.s to 
authetizc a Uccaeatajiial ruijcci that coukl cful up t.o,,ting .--.ay $1 .rititt.ooo when :,ui,ii a sum, „ 
tyuTovxcd .'It lodiiy’s interest r ates and amortized over the unusually long 30 year period Council is 
siiggesitng, will involve actual repfiymeril by Iho Taxpayers of .some $4,otto,(KM) an both principal 
and Interest for this one Frojeet alone,
. .Sidney i.s by no means devoid of reereailonal facllilias, We alrewdy have time honoureflSaiuieha 
Hall witlvplaying faeilities for Imili indoor anil outdoor sports, all uvailable Jil mininitil costs 
Klntunen Club has n priyu'el of their ov ii now m the making and the Mayor is reported to know of 37
re,•■-re Mien'll I group*,- \n Sidney
Owiter Eleelor.s ot Sulney aiT urged m their (two Iwst interests (o turn out on I7ih Noventher and 
u,(leresoumlmg "NU" t By-f.aw 493. . i, ,,,
liist't’liMl l»y a tittmlser of Concerned Tdxpayers
MMi
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SIDNEY’S BEACON AVENUE HAS CHANGED a lot Fourth Street. The tall building on the left (by the 
since 1946, when the above picture of the town’s main parked Ford) now houses the Silver Dragon 
street was taken. Building in foreground (on left) is restaurant, as shown in the picture below, taken this 





A new policy permitting more 
community use of schools and 
school property has been an­
nounced by the Saanich School 
District.
The amendments to existing 
policy resulted from recom­
mendations made to the board by 
Central Saanich trustee Ann 
Foerster after discussions by the 
joint school board ~ municipal 
recreation commission com­
mittee.
It will now be poissible for the 
recreation commissions, through 
their directors, to obtain the use 
of school facilities at minimum 
cost, a school hoard news release 
said.
“The board’s revised policy 
will do much to alleviate the 
general public’s concerns 
regarding community access lo 
school facilities’’, the release 
said.
Rales for use of the facilities 
through recreation commissions 
will include;
No charge on normal school 
days prior to 6 p.m.
Hourly charge of $1 after 6 p.m.
Hourly charge of $2 on 
Saturdays and holidays, plus 
custodial charges if these ser­
vices are reauired.
Other rates are charged for use 
by non-profit or profit-making 
ventures.
Rate schedules are available in 
the school district office, or at 
any school in the district.




Students at Parklands Secondary School arc offering free 
babysitting for anyone who wants time off to vote in Saturday’s 
civic elections.
'Ihe students are offering the service to encourage a large 
turnout at the polls, particuarly in Sidney, where the fate of a 
$l.!lmillion recreation complex will hedecided by voters.
“We don't want anyone to ho able to say they couldn’t vote for 
the referendum liecause they had to stay home with the kids," 
one of the organizers of (he free silting service told The Heview 
Saturday.
“We want to give everyone every opfiorlunity to get out and 
vote ‘Ves’on this vital concern.
“'We're offering the service to anyone, of course, but we hope 
this effort will help pass a referendum we consider vital to the 
development of .Sidney and the peninsula.’’
Tho.se wi.shing to utilize the Borvice, or requiring tran- 
,s|yjrtalion to pulling stations lor both), should phono (ISti-Hl’/l,
School Trustees Association 
recently sponsored at two-day 
seminar at Parksville. The topic 
was “the community school,”
Board chairman Rubymay 
Parrott said the conference was 
worthwhile because it “brought 
about a meeting of the minds of 
not only school trustees but 
municipal officials, teachers, 
parents and students to think and 
talk about the community schools 
— not a new subject because it 
really goes back to the liille old 
red school house that used to be 
the centre of the rural com­
munity, where people hold their 
socials, meetings and whatever.’’
She added the conference gave 
th(f participants ideas to make 
sure school doors are open to the 
community “.so that the com­
munity gets the full benefit of 
their educational investment,"
Earl Ca^© T® Be Appealed
Jim Earl’s future as a Central 
Saanich policeman is still un­
decided — the municipality’s 
case against re-instating him in 
that job will be appealed to the 
Supreme Court of Canada.
That was the unanimous 
decision Friday of Central 
Saanich council, which voted on 
the question in a brief public 
meeting following a long closed 
session with the district’s police 
commission.
Council voted to ask the highest 
court in the country to overturn a 
B.C. Appeals Court ruling — 
handed down last week — which 
ordered Earl's re-instatement as 
a police constable on the 
municipal force.
Earl was fired by Central 
Saanich Jan. 15.
Mayor Archie Galbraith told a 
reporter after the meeting 
FYiday he expected to know 
within a month whether the high 
court will hear the appeal.
If the court declines, the ap­
peals court ruling would stand — 
and Earl would, almost certainly, 
get his job back.
The controversy over Earl’s 
dismissal started when he ap­
pealed his firing to the B.C. Labor 
Relations Board.
The board ruled Earl should be 
re-hired and compensated for lost 
pay.
That decision, however, was 
appealed by Central Saanich to 
the B.C. Supreme Court, where 
Mr. Justice. Victor Dyer ruled the 
labor board did not have the 
right, under law, to order Earl’s 
re-instatement.
Mr. Justice Dryer ruled the 
board had no authority to deal 
with anyone other than “em­
ployees”; policemen, he added.
are not employees in the ordinary I 
sense of the word, because of the 
s{X!cial public duties they per­
form .
The lx)ard. arguing that it did 
have the power to define the word 
employee, appealed the Dryer 
decision to the B.C. Appeals 
Court, which overturned Mr. 
Justice Dryer’s ruling last week.
That decision is the one Central 
Saanich has now decided to ask 
the Supreme Court of Canada to 
overturn.
The exact cause of Earl's firing 
remains clouded.
Earl, who would not comment 
on the case this week, said in an 
interview after the B.C. Appeals 
Court decision that he believed he 
had been fired because he had 
helped form the Central Saanich 
police union.
He also said Galbraith was 
pursuing the case for political 
reasons.
The mayor, Earl said, did not 
want to admit he had been “found 
wrong at law by the LRB”.
He also levelled criticism at the 
mayor for spending thousands of 
taxpayer’s dollars on legal fees 
for the case and for putting strain 
on the police force.
The six-man force has not 
replaced Earl and now operates 
with only five constables.
Galbraith, however, denies 
Earl was fired for any union 
activities.
“At no time did I know Mr. 
Earl was connected with the 
proposed police union,’’ 
Galbraith has said.
The reason for Earl’s dismissal 
was related to inefficiency, he 
added ; the firing had been made 
“for good and just cause”.
The mayor said legal fees for | damage one man could do this" 
the case could run as high at j municipality is more than worth 
S-t.OOO. but added he felt "the well in excess of the cost”.
UNICEF
(United Nations Childrens' Fund)
CHRISTMAS CARD SALE
Pauline's Hobbies ^ Crafts 
2424 Beacon, Sidney
or at Main Outlet
YIM-YWCA Building, 880 Courtney St., Victoria 
Opening date: October 9. Closing Date, Dec. 19.
I " The fall ’73 Recreation: 
FVogram is now half-way through 
its ten-week session.
:i(Over • 300 individuals are 
registered for the program.
In addition, there are 50 to 60 
children roller skating each 
Saturday, who are encouraged by 
another 20 to 30 family- 
supporters.
The first two teen dances 
showed a total attendance of over 
700, plus the 10 to 15 adult 
supervisors who devote their 
time to help provide a recreation 
outlet for the teen-age group.
Actually, there are 85 in­
dividual volunteers providing 
assistance and supporting 
various sections of the over-all 
recreation program.
During the month of October, 
over 125 of programmed ac­
tivities took place at Sanscha 
hall. Several hours of additional 
time was made available to 
league play or practice.
Three weekly activities (ad­
vanced gymnastics; Iwys’ and 
girls’ gym conducted by the 
Victoria “Y” for a total of throe
'and one-half hours per week) are 
taking place at the; Sidney 
Elementary School. ^
Friday, NoV. 16, Mission Ridge 
Band will provide rhusic for the 
SRC teen dance.
This event is planned for 
Saanich Peninsula teenagers and 
is open to those in their teens, 
from grade nine up.
It is most encouraging to note 
the interest in the adult volleyball 
session on Monday evenings. This 
is a new activity this season and 
it has 23 participants.
Other adult activities which are 
receiving good support are 
womens’ keep-fit, and Yoga.
A turkey bingo will be held at 
the K of P Hall, assisted by the K 
of P staff, for the purpose of 
raising additional funds for 
recreation equipment. It is hoped 
this event will be well-supported 
by the public, parents and family 
members of those taking part in 
the Sidney Recreation Program.
Building permits for the town 
of .Sidne.v last month iotalled 
$345,276, it was reported this
The October figures bring to 
fhore than $2 3 million the total 
values of building permits i.ssiiod 
this year,
Construe ion last month was, 
some $.50,(10(1 ahead of the value 
for October, 1072, but overall 
jwrmit value.s arc down from 
$4.3-milIiori for the first to 
months of if)72. . ' /
The recent figures im'liide 
$206,166 spent on residential 
construction, Commercial 
buildings accounted for $38,500.
WANTED
BANDMASTER







MU1« Road, Sidney, B.C.
.SulunlBy, Nov, IV 
Dancing 8:30 p.m. * 12:30 a.m.
. ; ihic Orgaimircs
iirmy, Navy 1 Air Force Veterans In Canaoa
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women do when they’ve been 
pulled over to the side of a 
Yugoslavian highway by a pistol- 
wielding policeman whose entire 
English vocabulary consists of a 
few well-chosen profanities?
They pay the cop a small 
“fine”, retrieve their passport 
from his car, smile and drive off 
down the road — slowly.
That’s how two 20-year-old 
former employees of the Saanich 
Peninsula school board handled 
the situation when it came up, at 
least.
Why were Paula Gammell and 
Roberta McPhee pulled over in 
the first place?
And what were they doing on a 
Yugoslavian highway?
They were in Yugoslavia as a 
part of their six-month tour of 
Europe, the two told The Review 
FYiday.
They had been stopped by the 
Yugoslavian policeman because 
they had “apparently been 
speeding”.
“We didn’t see any road signs, 
Roberta said, “but we finally 
figured out that we had been 
stopped for speeding.
“We weren’t even sure he was
a policeman; but he had a gun 
and he kept asking for money. .
“We had locked the car doors 
and were glad we had.
“But then he started beating on 
the windshield with a ridiculous 
little stop sign he had and we 
started to get scared — we were 
afraid he was going to break it.”
With the help of a Yugoslavian
— also stopped by the policeman
— the two finally learned that 
they had been stopped for 
speeding and that the officer 
wanted them to pay a fine.
Before they found this out, 
though, the policeman had 
succeeded in parting Paula from 
her passport..
After a lot of shouting (much of 
it profane) the women persuaded 
the cop to return the passport; 
after first paying him the fine he 
asked for.
The incident was the worst of 
the whole trip, Paula and 
Roberta said.
The rest of the trip was sum­
med up as “the best time of our 
lives”.
The two left for Europe May 2, 
“for the experience,” Ftoberta 
said, “and to have fun,” Paula
itrvv jii c* v
factory and Roberta worked half 
a day as a waitress in Italy.
The most memorable part of 
their trip, though, was their stay 
on one of the Greek Islands, the 
two agreed.
“It was like paradise," 
Roberta recalled.
“'fhe water was so clear you 
could stand at the top of a cliff 
and still see 50 feet into it.
“The beaches were clean, 
white sand, the air was 
l)eautiful."
They spent several days on the 
island, they said, sleeping on the 
teach and eating their meals at a 
small town not far from where 
they were camped.
\Vhere do they go from Sidney, 
after returning from such a
Ll and use must be carefully planned
Only the voters should have the right to change the plan
NOW is the time to implement the plan vote for aldermanic candidate
CHANEY
PAULA GAMMEL ROBERTA McPREE
A free lunch, Indian dancers 
and traditional bone games will 
mark the opening this Saturday 
of the new Tsawout Band 
Longhouse.
The public is invited to the 
opening, which begins at noon, 
Nov. 17, a spokesman for the 
Band told The Review Friday.
He said lunch will be served at 
thattime, with a menu which will 
include barbequed and smoked 
salmon, venison, clam chowder, 
duck soup and other traditional 
/‘fare. ;■ ■■
The lunch will be followed by 
mask dances and dances per­
formed by west coast dancers, he
iVsaid./.:/;:/,'';/V,-/'.
The dances, in turn, will 
precede several short speeches 
V md presentations^^by Central 
Saanich Mayor Archie Galbraith, 
North Saanich Mayor Trevor 
( Dav^, Pacific
Slqane and the First Citizen’s 
Fund’s " Ross Modeste— the
spokesman said.
The bone games — a sport 
where teams try to outwit each 
other by guessing which of 
several bones or whale’s teeth 
bear identifying marks — will 
follow the speeches, he said.
The new Longhouse, financed 
in part by a grant from the First 
Citizen’s Fund, is on Mt. Newton 
Crossroad, near the KOA cam­
pground.
added.
In the course of the six months 
they spent there, they visited 
England, Holland, Belgium, 
France, Italy, Yugoslavia, 
Greece, the Greek Islands, 
Turkey, Austria, Germany and 
Switzerland.
They made the trip in a 
Volkswagen “beetle”, which they 
bought in front of the American 
Express office in Amsterdam.
In front of the American Ex­
press office in Amsterdam?
Right, the women said: the 
street in front of the office has 
become a virtual used-car lot, 
where departing young people 
offer the cars in which they have 
toured Europe for sale to new 
arrivals. ",
“We bought the car so we could 
avoid the cities,” Roberta said, 
“and so we could stay away from 
the tourist spots” which spring up 
around established rail and bus 
lines.
With the exception of the 
Yugoslavian road incident — and 
three minor break-downs — they 
had no trouble and no regrets 
about buying the car.
“We were the only two girls we 
saw travelling alone with a car, 
though,” Paula said.
“The other girls we saw were 
either hitchhiking or driving with 
their boyfriends.”
Both Paula and Roberta 
worked while they were in 
Europe; they bbth put in some 
time in a German gasthaus, as
FOR ALDERMAN IN NORTH SAANICH
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A longtime member of the St. 
Andrew’s and Holy Trinity af-. 
ternoon branch Anglican Church 
Women and former resident of 
Sidney, is now 88years young and 
still working to bring comfort and 
pleasure to others.'
Mrs. Ada Moseley is now living 
in Tillicum Lodge rest home and 
is still busy with handicrafts, 
mainly quilting.
Mrs. Avis Watts and Mrs. 
Gladys Kirk have visited her 
recently, and saw the quilt she 
has completed for raffling, 
proceeds to go to extra Christmas 
goodies for the residents.
Mrs. Winnie Brethour, 
devotions and prayer partner 
secretary corresponds regularly 
with Mrs. Moseley, and read her 
latest letter, in which she .sent 
warmest regards to the friends in 
Sidney whom she still misses.
Mrs. Brethour told of the recent 
Golden Key Bazaar at the George 
Pearkes Clinic, where she had 
received a miniature Golden Key 
in recognition of her work with 
her neighborhood children.
The president, Mrs. Doris 
Small, passed on announcements 
given her by the Rector, the Rev. 
R.H. Sansom, regarding im­
portant services coming up.
On Nov. 25, the east window in 
Holy Trinity will be dedicated 
and the Rev. Canon F.C. 
Vaughan-Birch will be in at­
tendance.
Dec. 2 is St. Andrew’s Patronal 
Festival and corporate Com­
munion for the A.C.W.
Pi-eacher will be the Rev. John 
Lancaster of Christ Church 
Cathedral, whose father was a 
former Rector of North Saanich 
Parish.
It was reported that the recent
courtesy tea and display of cards 
and novelties for Christmas 
ordering had been most suc­
cessful. Quite a number of 
handicraft items left over from 
the recent Parish summer fair 
had also been sold.
Mrs. Grace Bosher gave an 
interesting account of the 
Deanery meeting at St. Mary’s 
Church, Saanichton, where 
speakers had been John Gibson, 
of the Sidney welfare office, and 
Mrs. Berg, of the Diocesan 
Dorcas, telling of the needs in the 
Diocese of Caledonia — layettes, 
women’s and children’s clothing, 
new or partly used, and bedding.
Mrs. Janet Davis announced 
TV programs at 12:10 p.m. every 
Saturday on CBC on native In­
dian affairs, and read a chapter 
from the study book “Plan of 
Union”.
Mrs. Avis Watts and her 
committee had visited all shut- 
ins and are preparing for 
Christmas visits.
An amusing story was told of a 
very alert little lady of 96 whom 
they visit in a hospital, who, 
though confined to a wheelchair, 
has taken the plunge into 
matrimony and is very happy to 
have a home of her own once 
more. -
The Dec. 5 meeting will be the 
annual one and the usual 
Christmas tea will be staged. 
Guests will include the Rector 
and his family and Mrs. Cy Peck, 
who is the mother of the group’s 
prayer partner, the Rev. Douglas 
Peck, now an ordained priest 
with a parish in Saskatchewan.
Closing prayers were led by the 
president, and refreshments 
were served by Mrs. Clara Noden 
and Mrs. Kate Sowerby.
presentation of prizes, games of 
bingo were played, then came the 
highlight of the evening: the 
choosing of “Miss Ardmore” 
from the following (all male) 
contestants: Miss Beacon Hill, 
Miss Brentwood Bay, Miss 
Esquimau, Miss Gordon Head, 
Miss Oak Bay and Miss Sidney.
After parading and much 
consideration by the panel of 
judges. Miss Brentwood Bay was 
declared the winner.
After law and order was 
restored, the crowning ceremony 
was performed by Mrs. Alice 
duTemple. (Names of the con­
testants are withheld to protect 
the innocent).
After a vote of thanks to all who 
assisted to make the evening a 
huge success, the festivities 
came to a close.
lamb, as the best-dressed couple; 
and Dave and Lil (Jonway, as a 
dog and fire hydrant, as the most 
original.
The door prize was won by Jack 
Nelson and three spot dance 
prizes were given.
Central Saanich Lions have 
won first prize for their costumes 
for multiple district lions four 
times out of the five they have 
attended the annual Lions con­
ventions, this year in Seattle 




Central Saanich Lions held 
their annual Hallowe’en 
masquerade dance in the 
Brentwood Bay Community Hall 
on Saturday. Nov. 3.
Music was by the Cascades.
A midnight dinner —- of chicken 
and chips and coffee — was 
served.
Central Saanich Lions are 
noted for their originality in 
making costumes; the judges had 
quite a job deciding on the best 
costumes, before finally awar­
ding the prizes to Ken Powell, in 
his caveman costume, as best 
dressed man; Marge Qapp, as an 
upside-down clown, as the best 
dressed woman; A1 and Pat 
McRae, as Mary and her little
PARENTS
WITHOUT PARTNERS
On Saturday, Nov. 10, the 
Sidney Chapter of Parents 
Without Partners was awarded 
its international charter by 
Mayor Stan Dear.
P.W.P. is largely a group of 
single parents who, in­
ternationally, have picked up the 
pieces of their broken lives and 
undertaken the dual role of father 
and mother.
The charter dance was at­
tended by members from several 
other areas in British Columbia.
The Sidney Chapter is, in­
cidentally, only the third com­
munity in B.C. to receive their 
international charter.
washable stuffed animals for the 
children) plants, needlework, 
white elephant and the new stall 
of attic treasures.
There will also be a large 
selection of books, and Mrs. 
A.S.E. Winser will have her 
display of Pakistani embroidery 
for sale.
The tea will be opened at two 
o'clock by the vicar, Rev. Will 
Dobson, and the admission 
charge will include a delicious 
tea.
Beef Club was held on Nov. 7 at 
Royal Oak School.
The elections of new officers 
for the coming year took place.
The results were: president, 
Dave Milburn; vice-president, 
Dana Trimble: secretary, Bev 
Delemere: treasurer, Robby 
Calnan; club reporter, Peggy 
Leahy; correspondence, Sian 
Davies.
The club members will be 
selling Christmas decorations in 
the Beacon Plaza Mall in Sidney 











Patrons of the Brentwood 
College Memorial Chapel A.C.W. 
tea, to be held on Saturday, Nov. 
17, are urged to come early to get 
the best of the delicious home 
baking, tasty items from the 
delicatessen stall, Christmas 
gifts (which include completely
ST. PAUL’S U.C.W.
St. Paul’s United Church 
Women met in the church hall 
Wednesday, November 7.
Mrs. Evans, of the Bazan Bay 
unit, was in charge of the 
devotions. Her theme was “When 
to Keep Mum.”
The following reports were 
given; Miss Christie on the 
newly-formed study group.
Bazan Bay is working on the 
church newsletter.
Sunshine is planning to work 
for the Save the Children Fund on 
a local basis.
Shoal Bay’s project is the 
selling of used hats and jewellry.
Mrs. Veitch reported on the 
success of the presbytry supper.
Final arrangements for the 
Christmas Bazaar, Nov. 24, were 
made.
The annual meeting will be 
held Dec. 5 at 2:30 p.m.
A Potluck lunch and 
nominations for 1974 executive 
will be held.
THURSDAY, November 15 
9:30a.m. Carpet bowling
10 a.m. Liquid embroidery; weaving
1:15p.m. Bridgd
7p.m'.'' , • ■ Vcrib'
: FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 16;,: V 
TOa.m. Quilting, volleyball, table tennis, badrriinton
'Ip.m.'’-;,'', ^ Knitting:




The Saanich Peninsula 
Catholic Parish held its general 
meeting on Sunday, Oc. 21.
All aspects of parish life were 
discussed at the meeting.
Parents of school-aged children 
are encouraged to take ad­
vantage of the religious 
educational program now in 
effect. The program is sponsored 
by the parish.
The nominating committee, 
under the chairmanship of 
Konrad W’elle, is well underway, 
nominating parishioners for the 
forthcoming two-year term on 
council. The elections should be 
finalized this week.
His Excellency Bishop Remi 
De Roo will be making his usual 
visit to our parish this month. 
Bishop De Roo is looking for 
views from the parishioners, as 
he will be visiting Rome in the 
forthcoming Holy Year.
All parishoners are urged to 
attend this special event, which 
will be held in the Royal 
Canadian Legion Hall on Sunday, 
Nov. 18 on Mills Cross Road from 
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
A Wine and Cheese Party is 
being held for the parishoners in 
conjunction with the Bishop’s 
'visit.
We Buy and Sell 
Old China, Silver 
Furniture 
and Bricabrac
9812 4th Street. Sidney 
Phone 656-3515
FOR ALDERMAN IN NORTH SAANICH
JOHN
For Information And Transportation
LAPHAM
Phone 656-4247 Or 656-4802
. SAANICH PENINSULA 
: ■ : BEEF CLUB ,
The first meeting of the new 
year for the Saanich Peninsula
f^OTICE^









Open for drop-ins 
monthly dance and box lunch supper
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19




Serenaders’practice; oil painting 






Sidney Travel^odge was the 
scene of Ardmore Golf Club’s 
annual banquet and presentation 
of prizes on Saturday, Nov. 3. 
After the smorgasbord and
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 21
10a m. Rug Hooking; novelties
10:30a.m. Mah-jongg
11:30a.m. Parkland School Concert Band
Noon Hotdinner
2p.m. Concert with Tlie Kitchen Rand
7p.m. Band practice.
DAILY
Cards; library; .shufflcboard; carpel bowling; morning coffee, light 
lunche.s and afternoon lea served every day, Monday to Friday, with a 





Lots of things you do 
daily are insurance. Good 
protection. But like .jogging 
you’ve got to keep it up.
For instance life 
insurance, If it doesn’t reilect 
your current financial 
needs, you could be 
.seriously undcrinsured.
Perliaps we can help you. 
We're an agent for tlie Royal, 
Canada’s largest general 
iasurer. With over 110 years 
experience here in BritLsh 













SEEING IS BELIEVING 
COMPONENT STEREO AM-FM 
FM STEREO 8 TRACK TURNTABLE
$|gg85
Station to Station 
Customer Dialed
Station to Station
Con tor ttM!i firr-t nii*UJle
;{c»ii(,i midulo mlnitnunr






, 8 a.m. to 6 fi.m. q 1 K .95
6 p.rn, to midnight 
1)0/ Sun. B n.m, to midnight
3.15 .67






















STEREO AND QUAD 
COMPONENT PACKAGES
1(1 (‘n.cti.'inKii'i wtKif*? n.rd'.t!ii4 .iii.v iM.i.iUi.'ii, (.rtiKt lh«1 Crtujij .ic, J..^. ilinjed
iltlLUl VvtU (if tivMiiJUnl Uy Uifr utiU>mf^r i.iLiUnl B.am^
A COMPLETE SOUND CENTRE
WHITE’S TELEVISION




The smooth taste 





Canada's largest-selling rye whisky.





Business approach to town affairs.
Resist pressure groups or iridivuals
Respect position of all taxpayers
Prudently temper present spending by past
committments and future necessities
Strive for compatibility in relation to the needs
and desires of both young and old.
Implement priorities to bring about the 
necessary improvements in town services 
Avoid undue haste on major committments 
Make council the responsible body for policy and 
directions
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book chat
WILDFLOWERS OF B.C.
By PHILIP TE:ECE 
Wild flowers are Ihe focus of a 
prodigious amount and variety of 
lore: it surprised this writer, for 
instance, to discover that British 
Columbia’s wild onion is related 
to the garlic used by ancient 
Romans of Pliny's era.
Also, the members of the lily 
family, whose prototypes first 
appeared about two million years 
ago. are depicted in ancient 
Cretan vase paintings of 1750 B.C.
Another sample of wildflower 
lore — this one a bit closer to 
home — is the report of Archibald 
Menzies. who landed on these 
shores with Captain George 
Vancouver, of his discovery here 
of a new genus of the little plant 
sometimes known as “the fool’s
volume received recently in the 
Sidney library.
Lewis Clark’s encyclopedic 
study, Wild Flowers of British 
Columbia, published in Sidney by 
Gray’s Publishing, is a work of 
outstanding beauty and almost 
inexhaustible information.
The library copy of this 
unusually well-illustrated work if 
one of a limited edition, made
available to the library’s users 
through circumstances that will 
make the book an especially 
important one to library staff and 
patrons alike.
Wild Flowers of British 
Columbia has been presented in 
memory of Sidney librarian 
Susan Thuillier, by Eleanor and 
Gray Campbell and the Van­





These facts, and thousands of 
others relating specifically to the 
wild plants of our own region, can 
be found in a magnificent new
As your trustee 
I pledge efficient & effective 
use of the
MEL BLAND PRESENTS 14-year-old the provincial, government's depart- 
Lori Sather, of 8550 East Saanich Road, ment of travel industry. Bland is acting 
with a medal for cycling over 500 miles chairman of the Sidney Recreation 
since last June. The medal — with an Commission, 
accompanying scroll—is awarded by
The following is the meteorological report 
for the week ending Nov. n furnished by the 
Research Station. Sidney.
Maximum Temp. i.Nov. 11) 57
Minimum Temp (.Nov. 5) 26
Minimum on grass 26
Precipitation l,90
Precipitation to dale 16.07
Sunshine 8.5 Hours






.Supplied byhhe meteorological division 
Department of Transport for the week en­
ding N'ov. 11.
Maximum Temp (N'ov.11) 56









Central Saanich is cracking 
down on sloppy contractors.
The municipality’s council 
passed a bylaw recently which 
gives it the power to revoke 
building permits held by con­
tractors who aren’t performing 
at a level which council deems 
acceptable.
The amendment came after a 
new house in ’Brentwood was 
found to have aimost 30 defects 
when the new owner moved in i
power to revoke the trade 
licences of contractors who fail to 
comply with the bylaw.
The bylaw is intended as an 
interim measure. Porter said,
designed to protect home buyers 
until council introduces a hew 
building bylaw.
That new bylaw is expected in 
the near future, he said.
FOR NORTH SAANICH
Central Saanich building in 
sector Norman Por-ter said last
WeekV'''-'-'v^y'':'7''7,,
kUnder the old bylaw, the ' 
municipality took action against 
the new homeowner if defects 
were discovered. ;
The new bylaw makes it 
possible for council to take action 
against the person in whose name 
the building permit has been 
issued, usually the contractor.
Before a new home can legally 
be occupied, the contractor must 
apply for an occupancy permit 
and the premises must be in­
spected, Porter said. i
But contractors often don’t 
bother contacting the 
municipality for the final 
inspection, he said.
Tlie negligence by the con­
tractor often results in the new 
homeowner discovering 
numerous defects after moving 
in, Porter added.
"The problem has become 
more and more prevalent out 
here in the la.sl year," he said, 
Under Ihcncw bylaw, however, 
council has assumed the power lo 
{>ut .some teeth in its cnforcemeul 
jxiwers.
.Mdermen will now have the
Central Saanich Municipal Election
;;■fo^;,■:Sound;■^■y
Responsible Government Re-Elect 
ALDERMAri
■ PERCY LAZARZ
Cliairman - Central 
Saanich Water Board
Chairman - Peninsula 
Water Committee,
Member of - Finance, 
Budget, Public Works, 
Zoning & Subdivision. 
Sewer, Fire, Parks, 







THE GOOD OF OUR COMMUNITY
LET ME HAVE YOUR VIEWS
Phone 656-282S
A.S your representative for llie ptist (i yettrs 1 have maintained 
a constant intere,sl in the civic & Community alfairs of 
Cenirii! Saanicti. II isms desire lo continnethis service lo the 
full exteni of llie experience I have gitined.
Vote For. LAZARZ THE PRESSURE




For Information And Transportation Phone 656-4247 Or 656-4802
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ftS FAMILIES GROW UP - 
- MORE HOMES GO UP
I
NDERSON HAS A FRESH APPROACH 
liJ EW IDEAS 
li) ETERMINATION AND 
3 NERGY TO
EPRESENT ALL INTERESTS IN A 
'^OlINO
3 FFICIENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
iilOVEMBER 17
Your CtnuHil is mecliniL; this ilemamlby: »
1 • A'.!() year communily plan of suhdivlsiori ami/.oniuji.
. A s«*wor aiul water systenulesigiH'd for futiiiT? cjxpaiisloii. 
:i - A drnioage prfiiu’a oie to meet fuHire demands.
' COFFEE CUP
RESTAUKANT
I "^Sk:k' Beacon Plai’a Sidney
RE-ELECT." saaias k
2321 BEACON AVE. D56-5011
iwiMiifieiiiiw




A 16 YEAR VETERAN ON COUNCIL DOING HIS 
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Roger and Evelyn Miles, 
a young couple who bought 
and fitted out a 60-year-old 
warship pinnace in Sidney 
waters are now pai-t-way 
across the South Pacific. 
Their 32-foot sailing vessel, 
which was once a ship’s 
boat ^ard the naval ship 
RAIl^dW, has suc­
cessfully voyaged down the 
Pacific coast and thence 
out to the Marqueasan 
Islands. Ibe little ship then 
sailed on to Tahiti and now 
is anchored in Suva Fiji. 
The following article is a 
report of life experienced 
aboard the boat.
SidmB'i§ 'Wu^'ht Im Smmth Pmeifie
We had to leave and on Sunday 
the wind w’as perfect and we got 
ready to go. Our friends came to 
say good-bye and brought a 
parcel sufficient for a Togan 
lunch but provided us with meals 
for two days. Loaded with limes, 
mangoes, bananas, papayas, taro
and sweet yams we waved 
farewell promising to write and 
send the pictures we had taken of 
them. This island was so un­
spoiled, the people so kind and 
with their infectious sense of 
humor kept us laughing at their 
Togan jokes. From Fiji we would 
have a large parcel to make up 
and send back to our friends in 
Nuiatoputapu.
FIRST MATE ILL
Evelyn had developed a bad 
cold from too much swimming 
and this coupled with her usual 
seasickness made the voyage 
very unpleasant. We decided to 
head for Vanu Mbalava in the 
Lau Group which was close and 
would give Evelyn a chance to 
recover.
The direct course to Suva lay 
along the 240 degi-ee line but we 
were unable to run downwind or
[to the residents of central smnich
I’m Earle Tabor, Notary Public 
Candidate for Alderman
I ask your support for A NEW APPROACH to 
Central Saanich Civic Affairs
1. What is happening at the regional level? Vrliat is being 
done about our acute care hospital? We need more feed­
back to the electorate. ,
2. What about \vater, as we continue to grow where will we
get bur water from? ^ ^
3. Do we have a long range heighbourhood development plan
for Brentvrood arid Saanichton? What is planned for 
Keating Ridge? What is planned for the industrial
. '■^reserve?''''t;:,:: Vi
4. Do we have a long term public works programme? Are 
there to be any extensions to the sewer system? What is 
planned for improving the drainage problems in both 
Brentwood and Saanichton? Are we going to have a 





reach on this course. Making a 
zig zag pattern across the chart 
did not add many miles to the 
distance and with the constant 
fifteen knot Trades we made good 
time.
By early evening of the third 
day we were getting close to the 
fringing reefs which lie fifteen 
miles eastward of the island and 
although the seas break heavily, 
to see the reef at night was not 
going to be easy. Not completely 
satisfied with our noon position 
and unable to obtain a moon shot 
we decided to heave to for seven 
hours and proceed in the early 
hours before dawn. My watch 
was from 2:30 lo 5:00 and sitting 
in the cockpit with RAINBOW 
self-steering beautifully doing a 
comfortable five knots rny mind 
began to think of those reefs 
ahead and peering into the 
darkness 1 realised that w’e would 
stand no chance of turning if we 
ware closer than w'e thought. It 
did not take long before a 
decision had been reached and I 
pulled down the main sail and set 
the other sails for heaving to. 
Back to bed with the alarm set for 
6:00 a.m.
It was just getting light when 
we got under way again and a 
quick survey of the horizon 
showed two low' dark shapes in 
the distance. A second later 
Evelyn reported the reef straight 
ahead about two miles away. It 
was a good feeling to know our 
guardian angel had not left us. 
We sailed along the reef to the 
main entrance into the lagoon 
and by 8:00 were crossing rippled 
waters surrounded by islands 
w'hich brought back memories of 
. B.C. ■
Once anchored off Loma Loma 
the main produce depot for the 
Lau Group, we went ashore to 
meet our first Fijians. Brown, 
wirey haired children ran around 
us and greetings of “Bula” came 
from ail we inet. After making 
various enquiries for the local 
policeman to handle our 
clearance we found the only 
island official to be Peni the 
Postmaster. Diis kind Fijian, 
using his radio telephone con-: 
tacted the Chief of Immigration 
in Suva explaining our presence. 
Mthough Loina LbrhaVis not a 
port of entry we felt justified in 
stopping to give Evelyn some 
relief from her seasickness and 
cold. We were naive enough to 
believe that we had conformed 
with regulations. We neglected to 
see the local Medical Officer.
Our anchorage although ex- 
ix)sed had good holding ground 
and we were content to remain 
forty-five yards off the shore 
dispite the rising wind. 
Throughout the first night we 
slept little. The wind screamed 
across the open fifteen miles of 
the lagoon and although the 
waves which built up were only
two to three feet these were 
formidable indeed for our pram 
dingy. The second day we went 
ashore only briefly for a walk and 
soon returned to RAINBOW 
setting our huge fisherman an­
chor alongside the Danforth. How 
glad we were of our newly pur­
chased -Is” nylon anchor rope.
Kindness and friendship 
greeted us each time we went 
ashore and our enthusiasm for 
Fiji soon became obvious. We 
will always remember Apao, the 
Agricultural Officer for his gifts 
of filet steak, eggs and 
vegetables, the Postmaster and 
family for their gift of Tapa 
(hand painted paper like cloth 
made from the bark of a tree) 
and the Peace Corp and V.S.O. 
teachers for their hospitality.
We sailed around the island 
within the reef to a hurricane hole 
on the north side. Completely 
enclosed, this tranquil anchorage 
had much in common with our 
home waters.
SUVA BOUND
We sailed through the pass 
early next morning and set 
course for Suva. The op­
timistically hanked on genoa 
came down and was exchanged 
for the small jib. We found seven 
knots too fast for our type of
sailing and although the first two 
hours had given us a good start 
the seas had become very steep. 
The Koro Sea is renou'ned for its 
bad sea conditions and it did not 
disappoint us. We left the island 
of Ngau on the port side just after 
0200, six hours earlier than ex­
pected.
Our trailing log rotor has 
survived almost 10,000 miles and 
we had not expected to use the 
spare. The Koro Sea sharks are 
as vicious as the sea and we 
discovered that we were trailing 
a piece of gnawed line. Not the 
place for a quick dip!
We sighted the island of Viti 
Levu at 0900 and as usual it 
seemed to take forever to reach
our destination of Suva Harbour. 
The outgoing local fishboats were 
picturesque and came close to 
investigate our own unusual 
straight stem. Horror struck we 
realised they were on Auto Pilot 
with no one in sight and heading 
straight for RAINBOW. After 
that we gave those picturesque 
vessels a wide berth.
Entering the harbour we 
hoisted the Q flag and the 
quarantine boat came alongside. 
We now began our lengthy ex­
planations for the stop in Loma 
Loma. Very aruioyed at not 
having been advised both the 
customs and health authorities 
took statements cautioning us 
that they could be used
evidence in the event of 
prosecution. Evelyn and I have 
always tried to conform and 
respect local laws and it was with 
disappointment that we found 
that our honest attempt at 
clearing had only increased our 
problems.
We have written this story 
while on anchor enjoying the 
hospitality of the Royal Suva 









The first perjury charge ever to 
originate in Sidney was recently 
concluded in an out-of-town 
court.
Nicholas Roscoe, 532 Dallas 
Road, was found guilty of com­
mitting perjury during a trial in 
which Georgette MacDonald 
(same address) and he were 
charged with impaired driving.
Tfee-f
This foliow’ed an accident 
which occurred Oct. 30, 1972, 
when the couple’s car ran 
Michael B;evin, Maryland Drive, 
off the road)
The couple; denied this when 
they were stopped by a Sidney 
RCMP constable for questioning 
on Lochside Drive.
Roscoe subsequently gave 
evidence in Sidney’s court that he 
had been the only one driving the 
car.;:;);;-:..!
Georgette MacDonald was, 
however, convicted of impaired 
driving.
The Crown then laid a charge of 
perjury against Roscoe.
The issue went to County Court, 
before a judge and jury, on Ctet. 
29. :
Roscoe was convicted and fined 








l:45-8:45p.m. Rae Burns'dance studio
8p.m. -12 Midnight SRC teen dance. Mission Ridge band
SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 17
North Saanich Rod and Gun Club (Jr. section) 
SRC children's roller skating 
Kinsmen Klondyke night 
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 18 
No scheduled activities 
.MONDAY, NOVEMBER 19
Handicraft guild 
Rae Burns’dance studio 
SRC boys’minibasketball 
SRC girls’minibasketball 
SRC (soccer league practice) 
SRC volleyball
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20
SRC creative tots (clubhouse) 
SRC women’s keep-fit 
SRC adults’badminton 




SRC women’s yoga 
SRC women’s yoga 
Rae Burns’dance studio 
SRC play’n’fun, grades 1,2,3 
SRC (soccer league) 
SRC adults’badminton 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22
SRC creative tots (clubhouse) 
SRC womens’keep-fit 
Rae Burns’dance studio 
























I need your support to:
# Give full support to recreational activities 
© Bring in a resolution making town personnel matters confidential;
# Support a resolution to expedite removal 
of drainage water from our sewer system 
and eliminate open ditclios;
Entertain a vigorous trend and persistance 
in reaching a common goal between 
our municipalities;
■■■'» .'A)
Support a r*Bsoiution that ail vacant land 
kept for profit-making be kept neat 
and tidy.
Saanichton weaver Sandra 
Sievert will be among par­
ticipants in the Artists at \Vork 
exhibition Thursday to Sunday at 
the Victoria .Art Gallery.
Other exhibits and demon­
strations presented by artists 
from the Greater Victoria and 
Vancouver areas include pottery, 
jewellry, clay sculpture, quilting 
and painting.
Sponsored by the \Vomen’s
Committee, the exhibition aims
“to provide an opportunity for the 
largest possible segment of the 
community to become involved in 
the arts and the creative 
processes, thereby furthering 
their enjoyment and appreciation 
of the arts.” a news relea.w said.
Dales and times are: 
Thur.sday, 7:30 p.m, lo 9;30 p.m, 
h'riday. i l a m. to 5 |» rn., 7 p m. 
to 9.30 p.m.
Saturday, 11 a,m. to 5 p.m, 
Sunday, ll a.m, to 5 p.m.
An admi.ssion will be charged 
and refreshments s«‘rved.
Information can he obtained by 









15 0125 1.3 0955 12.0
16 0220 2.2 1040 12. 0











































Here's n qift pacleifie llrirt alll ba riJrnciTjtx'red long alter Ihe Christmas 
seasont ii year's subscription to Beautilul British Colurnbin magewine 
niu.'i a lull colm 1074 r.alendar diary, You can give both for juiit 
$2 -“the regular pnee ol Ihe maga/ine aubscription alone.
We announce your gill with the current Winter Issuij ol Beautiful 




Tills oiler applies only.lo hew and icmewal sutiscrlptions, purchased 







WELCOMES THE OPPORTUNITY OF TPYIMG 
TO SOLVE COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
For Maximym Use Of Our Tax Dollars Elect
ERIC SHERWOOD FOR ALDERMAN
THE in-:vrFW 
V i). BOX 2070,
.SIDNEY. B.C.




My cheque money ordttr at fhe rnte of S2 per KUhscripfion it* 
rmeloKod
Niimeof Ikinor................ ' Address,
Zealand is in the near future and 
we are looking for favourable 
weather before heading south. 
Although our voyage ends in one 
thousand miles we have relived 
and enjoyed our ocean voyage 
again through writing. A Captain 
with his sleek modern yadit 
could not be happier with his boat 
than Evelyn and Fare with our 
old lady of the sea.
The total of ten thousand miles 
which we have added to RAIN­
BOW’S already high score is a 
fine tribute to the men who first 




LOCATED NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
SEAVfEW DINING AND DANCING
To the organ and piano stylings of Elisabeth.
Friday and Saturday.
Dine wiQi the relaxing atmos^ere 
and view of Scenic Brentwood Bay
MOTEL, COFFEE SHOP and CARINA
OLD FASHIONED PRICES 
Specializing in weddings, banquets, conventions
Complete Binner-^elettioii
Wed. & Thursday 9.30 a.m. -9.00 p.m. 
P'riday Saturday, Sunday 9a.m. -11 p.m. 
Closed Monday & Tuesday















AUg WkI. TRAVI-;|.LI:RS INTliRNATIONAI.
T.. i^t! NEVADA, USA,
Includes:- .Scenic 'four via Washington, Oregon and CaUfoniin 
(7 Days) • Complimentary Breiiklust at Dominion itntel. 
Mwit 47»ic‘w I'riomJsatmir Wine ami CheoHoriuTy.
• Wefmvenn Enlertnimnenl Director on Ixuird Every Conch ip 
call Bingo, Ijead Sing Songs,.Servo Coffee amr insure Vour 
Holiday is a Complete Succlsss.
• iLuxury Accommodation in Dowilown Reno, Nevada nhd
; ■ Eugene.'Oregon.' v, ■
• Scenic Day Trips to Historical Virginia City, Car.wn City 
(Capitol of Nevada) and breathtaking Lake Talioo.
• Washrmim and Stertyi Elquippcd Scenic Cruisers with Air 
Conditioning and Reclining Seats,
• We have .Scat Rotation for Your further comfort it enjoyment.
• Uonu.s Packages Each Day wliile in Reno, wliich includes:* 
Meals-Cocktails-Nickels (for those who like io gamble) and 
Fun Coujxms, Extra Oirislmas additions.
• On our Return we slop at the Tacoma Mall and the Duf y l?)(ee 
.Store for Your Shopping Convenience.
Coach loaves Every Saturday 8.30 »,m.




I ■ (il' .1 .
, omy
"Wmtr With
SFECm BATES roll CLUB OR aROtJB TOURS
■/.'v :
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DEADLINE: 5 p.m. Monday for 
insertion same week.
RATES: 25c for each four words or 




1. Real Estate For Sale
2. Real Estate Wanted To Buy
3. Real Estate For Rent
4. Real Estate Wanted To Rent
5. Help Wanted
6. Work Wanted
7. Home Services and Equipment 
For Sale
8. Home Services and Equipment 
Wanted
9. Autos and Boats for Sale




















Cozy, clean, no step bungalow. 
Close to shopping areas. $25,000.
PENDER ISLAND 
Jiist listed, 1.44 Acre Parcel with 
4 bedroom farmhouse. F’ruit 
trees. $38,900.
800”W.ATERFRONT 
8.7 Acre holding on Lands End 
Road. Overlooks Colburne 
Passage. MLS 4566. $115,000
SALTSPRING
8.31 acres of park-like seclusion 
close to Ganges. Lovely view of 
mainland. Property includes 
comfortable two or three 




Ji Jim Sioan 
Clive McConnan






On McTavish Rd. Views over 
North Saanich. Well plus spring. 





“Vancouver Island’s most 





6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
iMeliMaiMi
r READY iVlIX 
CONCRETE
1st on the PENINSULA 





Try our fabuioiii KITCHE.N Cl.EANEIi 




CAREER IN MERCHANDISING in your 
own neighborhood. Couples or individuals. 
Reply only if ambitious and interested in a 
thriving financial independence. Box L. 
Review. 43-4
WANTED. LADY FOR HOCSEKEEI’ING 
lew hours daily in North Saanich. .Must have 









/ . V-?-VV:-' W-T
ei' .... .1 I i.d'
[
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
NOV. 14, 15. 16. 17.
We reserve the right to 
limit quantities
STORE HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8:30 aim. to 6:00 p.m. 
Friday 8.30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
wMifiiiiyMP 20” X 14” ' (oBC, Meil... hto'/j rr.'.i.:n Srroi’er do ,'9U think. J
CHILD HEALTH CONFERE.NCE. Sidney. 
Brentwood, Saanichton and T.sartlip school 
and also information and registration for 





7115 West Saanich Rd. 
652-1711
(Est. 1912)
.7..: SPLIT-LEVEL ' : 
Delightful 3 bedroom home: 
Excellent location. 2 Years old. 
Well built. 60 X 120 lot. Asking
:$35,800.'’''iT;; 7';,'. -:.7'
Your Saanich Peninsula 
Realtors
New and Used Furniture, 









Fabulous old home, partially 
restored,' 5 bedrooms , 2 baths; 4 
fireplaces/ billiard room: Only 
f^t from the; sea/Asking $75,OM.
;.;_,7:; M0rn6er8 of/; 
Victoria Real Estate Board 
and Muitiple Listing Service.






Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to ali orders 
PHONE 656-4754
JOHN BRUCE Bus; 65G-3928 
■ Res; 65^20^7;;/;;;■ or 7'' :;'.592-7576 ■ Established 1925
HOLip.A’VrS ARE OVER, lime to start think- 
;ing of Christmas. Try Tri Chenh Liquid 
Embroidery^.Pres.cnts will be all madp and 
paid for by December. Phone Doreen 









WEILER AVE. WEST 
3 bedroom, country home on 
treed lot. featuring a large family 
Idtchen and roc room. Attached.uiLui-.. m.u I VC 2 Bedroom Bungalow centrally
garage, lowest priced m Sidney
at $27,900.
TUUGOOSEPOINT 
Excellent C. Saanich seaview lot 
witli waterfront acce.ss. Level ,
and cleared, sewer connection ‘Ju i^nipit
paid for. Asking $20,000.
located. Ideal starter or 
retirement liome. $25,900.00. 











CHUIST.MAS BAZ.A.AR AND TE.A given by 
the ACW of Brentwood College Memorial 
Chapel, November 17. 2 to 4:30 p.m. Brent­
wood Community Hall. Admission including 
Tea,75c. " 46-1
STRONG
they can ouila o I/set;..,?''









CKIBBAGE and WHIST, Friday, November 
16, 8:00 p.m. K. of P. Hall. Sponsored by 
Pythian Sisters. Everyone welcome. 46-1
ANNUAL CHRIST.M.AS PARTY. .Monday, 
November 19 at 8 p.m. at St. Andrew's 
Church Hall. A!! members to bring a gift 
worth one dollar approximately. Members 
may bring a guest with a gift. Monthly 
conipetition a Christmas Door Decoration,
46-1
CARRYING
BRENTWOOD COM.MUNTTY CLUB 
Christmas Turkey Bingos, Monday, Dec. 3 
and Dec. 17 at 7':30 p.m. 15 Games $1.00. 
Extra cards 5 for Sl.OO or 25c each. 46-3
CASE
BINGO K OF P HALL, 8 p.m, every Thur­
sday. Everybody welcome.
31-tf
SHADY CREEK UNITED CHURCH, East 
Saanich Road, Tea, Bazaar and .Art Show, 








LIGHT 3'/2 oz. tin
85.00
Double or Twin
.MONTHLY MEETING Sidney and North 
Sanich Historical Society, in the Museum. 
Thursday, November 15, at 7:30 p.m. Slides 
of 1973 S^inar will be shown. 45-2
Work Wanted
WORK WANTED-Tree falling, cement work, 





Indudes transportation, accommodation, side 
trips to Lake Tahoe, Virgina City, Carson City, 
free fun packages and miles of sightseeing.
CLOVERDALE
33-tf
RE.\SONABLE. TREES TOPPED, limbed.
pruned and felled. Phone 652-3405 evenings. 
‘ . . 46-2
BOOKKEEPER FttU SMALL
BUSINESSES. Phone 656-1221 from 9:00 
a.m.-5:00p.m. AG-2 Special
Spend this Christmas or New Year’s Eve with 
new friends in “The Biggest Little City in the 
■W.orld”- — 'Ileno.-;,7 ■■?'7
Travel in comfort on our deluxe air conditioned, 
stereo and rest room equipped highway coaches.
CHEESE
2 LB. PKG.
WILL RABY SIT CHILDREN my home. 
Phone 656-4926, TS-S CHRISTMAS DAY TOUR - DEC. 25th
CHANGE OF ADDRESS, Ed's Furniture 
Repairs. 9850 Fourth .St., Sidney, 656-1218, 38- 
tf ■ ■
RUBBISH AND GARBAGE hauled. 6,Vi-17M. 
33-0
FUR SAI.E HAND made slrecler crosx-bov., 
telescopic sight, Deadly accur ate up to ;t0 
yards. W. 650-2751,
31-tf
WANTED. RIDE FROM CAMOSUN College 
III Sidney, weekdays, belweeti 5:30 p.in. • 
CetiOp.m. Urgent. 656-4:186. 46-1
SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE Sidney
Clean-Up nitvRowciiti.nw 1020
32-tf
WANTED HV COLLECTpIf, j PISTOLS, 
Rilles, shotguns, sword.s. bayonets, lance,s, 
cartridges, heinieis, old , uniforms and 
medals. Will pay cash. Please |>hom‘ 478-7016 
afterOp.m.
7\ 'DEEP COVE- .
10 beautiful sloping acres. All 
native trees, water mains and 
well, Good road frontage. Asking 
$70,000. What is your offer?
O.VHDEN SERVICE- 
Si'h'ickm.mn 656-i‘Kin
Pruning. Bruno von 
38-tr
TRI t HEM LU)l ID EMBUDIDERY makes 
i lovdv Chritiimas gilts. Shop with Mrs. D. 
Miller, 656-nm, 45-4
«4.50
per person, all inclusive
Enjoy Christmas Day Dinner Parly at tluv very popular 
Island Hall, Parksville. Lv. depot at 12:30 p.m, and enjoy a 
leisurely scenic drive via the Malahat, t'owichan Bay, 
Yellow Point, Liintzville, elc. Relax and enjoy your return 
with a .short tour of Victoria's Ghristmas lights, returning to 





For More Information and Ueservalions Call
lin or Write:
656-1151




"10 Douglas Street, Victoria, ll.C.
The Hinph»y(>i'-0\MUMl ('timivtitiy
BUYING OR SELLING 
PROPERTY?
■VXMINSTKR HUG 6(1. x 9 It Beige and 
gold; rutiher pad. Ulte new SflO.tK), one 
Dimplex Uadifimr. luiw, FliO.tHl. Plwiie 6.Vi- 
5278 idler 5 pm 46-1
BEDHDO.M BUNGALOW, mostly lur- 
rushed, per monOi. Responsible
ci IDens. 3H6-35B51 lelween 9 a .m. • f> p m. 16-1
50 Treed acres, total seclusion 




2.1 INCH ADMIR U. HAW CABINET T.V.
Excellent. condition, ST.A.Wi or lw*.i oiler.
SIDNEY
For sale or will build to suit 
tenanti 2‘a acre commercial, i 
acre residential, prime location.
VICTORIA REALTY LTD. ; 
3477 SAANICH RD,
BUS. 306-3505 RES 056-36()2
ml, n.YNGE l.v GOOD CGNDrilDV
Miiobh Plune(W-m»7 , WY’
^ PIEUSISLAND,-''
3 bedroom waterfront, retreat 
with private beach and wharfage 
plus use of 150 ac, recreation 
area..'
WAMT D ■ 76 I'T. UEMDI.MTU 
BUtMUNG EOT .in lewi'i eml wntcr Siit 
■''m'y,636-:i2i!7.' ' 46-1
WE WILL TAKE '
■ TRADE-INS 
■ 'BUYING OE SELLING 
■ CALL
6&K-4000 K. Drosl 656-2427
6r»640Ch) J. RfiSii. 656-1234
Ei.Di ni.v, rAmiAi.i.Y blind, man.
capable ol cnt lng mo»l!y for hinueli ici'.ul.i 
like g«»d room istul I'Onid m Sidney iire.i. in 
nonu''* prl'inte liome Very good 
remuiHTatton llnxS. TlieRc' o'w -16 1
Personals
nHiM





KANK - In lev nig mcmei> ol a -ileiir mnthi
|'•|l>tli.. M, lUOSA ' nli.i, .to.i;, ni.
derily NiA , tlGil
“In oiir liiiii,e »tie n. t.iii-t'c- :i no-mbeit d 
Sweet niemrinen ding to her n.vnic,
T'hoiie who iiiU’il lier in lilc yiiu cui.v 
Still love lier in de«'h |iiet the ...imc," 
Divingly remembered be her ibiughici .loy 
and Hon tod. , ' 4(d
THItEE Ith'DRIIDM PEI.l'XKHOME in
.Sidney {ivnilwlde immedintely, Immactilnte, 
idwr.'to i.chm>ls, tiSrtfki Rer mnntli, lease 
requiri'd .Sorrv, nopeh*. ^ir- Kiwell, Gorilc.n 
HulmeLid,(iriii-1151. , . : W-1-
hone3H5-724.liiHer:u'.loi>.m, ,4G-1
Mil I'SKD «\mv TIUHS TOO x 13: W'lin 
lini.K',V,10W.HIvi.ne 656-3035, 46-1
5)AVTAC. WAkllER. U.loiH).' Hoever 
nciiuin, *'i0 (vt; Viking floor i>nlif,iier, ih',!, 
46-3346 ■ , ' 'del''
Kl ECTHIC ITHIRD (HUVAN, dd'lc n'oii”
l-tli 00 1152 354,1, 10-1
HDItgU MXNUItE. .'iiweriil v.irieiien 
l.ieliver iiviViiiral S.ifmidi or Sulne.^' iW’a or 
\(Xi pick 110 ri'oiie b..‘(iU'c 9 il 111 or alter i‘ 





~ NEW APPLIANCES 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
. -SUITESRENTING , . 
1 ST DECEMBER 




A n 00■ TINS JL
Alt DM0 N A
FRUIT SALAD
1102.




Quality Moat Ctdi. Wrapped
(or Homo
7100 W. Saanich 652-1052
3ms 89
OAHISHmmLSTBnv
: AII Repans - Any oiz*) tioni ano 
' IGSiinr cushions •'Costhrn ma'Jw
'(UinUud6 : "




Potovating, Culti'yatrng, Front 
end loatiftr, fMowlng, Post 





GtruD xtd\K and I ttlDGi: Htnii Un 
412.'| Ii'i Uhiinv e.Mi 4.M| d'-l
VK VHlMn ASII \sm AHHV riH t lll *d
Ltiiuiil EniViinidcfy S,de ;itiii Inng id- stei k 
I.ikG C,di Dei’i-cn Hnscndi.d-65,: .'-’ll ( -16 '-'
M\N g GDI It I V ATlIITt, ■ WtVGlU
:hri I n U,’- k d’'-
iH.'i nu, lie.Ill; licw ,l.ii>:e : tin ij ..,iy.c
uli.i ).i„i:,,.i 1 .u, , 1 ,i I- : ,5.< k'.''d
.lencM'eviililien PhenenW.5',i:ii .,; bbl
ex-t i
.Xl-.t'.lt HUM, .‘IHiUI MK.Xi.t, .i,.y|.|«M, 
A'e 1 to VtctoriM, Mendiiy • VHdni (». 3ii 
a.m ■ 3 (D |i,iiy, (tione (..W-lSiD alter 6 )' wt,
^ , , . 4(i-i
Victoria 1057, Fort St 306-2111 
, SIDNEY 656-3924
tirilris. .TftMf Y.M'llr* Venneihx rb-tf.M 
Vniidrc'il A5e , en 0 t *.U, is7,t. n «('ii 
tLXigi#«i Nimk, r'iritid(-,i<»'ent»: ..irc Wtf -i.t! 
Mi'k. i'l'utM, VW>„ it V,,,
Mr nndMn- lieingeK lliien Ni.liii'i 
H.C, «'T
sxtm ITltrH, l\e.!tse piil.ti'o GfS-Uv. Hr.vu
lilVI'iili > N t'-ell, .i'liillll ....... II...
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U,-|-1,1;, I-I' renieiil.v I ,i1l.-'i PulD (lirmihed
iiiihii BILU BRAIN ROOFING




U-Ur Xi'.'KT' UDtMl ('• IlDMt' Phene «5<i.








71'" V, S«««lcli 6S2-3143
SAAmCM^PmiNSULA
cftcmraNfONf
Brontwood B»y Branch 
7174 West Saanich Road 
652'2111 552-2022
Specliilizing In low cost loans
H I I i;(t iiHi XII puDiH t ix
PltnM'PTl'Ul-lVV'HV SMtVli K 
NUiUiriN HL1.,(., ■ ■ nnvU.iii
l«l DHlliij: (DM ' itleiiii'ii UtH-i'U
: ^ . ........ ..
If.! 41.1
H 4*KtN»PitDl't « I**
. PbOMUS UrMYlvHV.kKHUiT-;
:si!i,'LV'. ili ,M , i.'U
- ■ -tiDf
Ti'i, enii ,11 'nei»
4 elt .1 I ee - . 
V.i'.inii , r‘i,
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iiiMi eCifi 
, ^ " 4(v 1
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ivui 'Ui I'UN^-Lf 'H, 1 icri raiu'ADi^ iirnl ‘R-c for
wtim Mwr nMuni rvti
9 i* (Ur r.Yifk ^4 fj-M* ilny?..
JOHN PATTERSON 
BB2*2Gim'y
78«iS PA1TERSON RD, 
j SAANICHTON, B.C.
WALTER C. STAUO. 
P.W.C.V.
piAHormma
■and SERVICE : 
alt piano parts sdoiilmd 
Contcrvnlonoti at Zurich 
and Vifiona'
















12 it)!. TIN 89♦
G ft W 
LANDSCAPING LTD,
Rnniclnotial • Commr'rr'inl
k. (T elf f*.n!ie«!.n rftri«tnsrrinn
6955 We it Saanich Rd 
BrenlwtHMl Bay 
Ct«m Wllilama 652.3323
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LEFT IlKiH AND DRY by receding tides, these fish Saanich, .fames Island is in (he Ijackground of IhLs 
boats wait patiently for incoming water to re-float piclui’e, taken by |)holograi)lier 





• a keen interest in the 
(Htiire of North Sahiiiclj 
a minimum tax 




an unhia^.fd approach ' in prohlenif. wtiilst
striving to serve the best interest of the com* 
immlty'as a wluile.
yeniO







Accountants Contractors Electrical Optometrists
Elliott & Company 
Chartered Accountants
W.J. ELLIOTT. C.A.
Beacon Shopping Plaza 






Custom Built Homes 
Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 
For Free Estimates 
Phone 656-2902
..i nm ■ ................................ .
..JMlfn
Taxation, 
Payrolls, General Business 
Services. Full or Partial 
Service as desired. Over 25 














Pole and Line work 
656-1515
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 




























Painting & Decorating 
Spray or Brush 
Phone 656-1632
AJAX
Home and Office Cleaners 







Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 








2233 Ardwell Ave. 
656-2016 656-1278
MARSHALL'S





All Repairs-Any size Boat and 












PAPER AND VINYL WALL












Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
I. R. SRin
ELECTRICIAN 
25 years experience 
Residential - Commercial 








Robert W. Roper j D.G.
2448 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney |
UPHOLSTERY










10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
; 656-2127 SIDNEY









Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating




New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 










2320 Amherst, Sidney 
.Lewis Sevigny, 656-3583.
PHONE 656-4915 Archer's T.V. Service 






Complete residential and 
Commercial Service
Engineered hot water heating 
systems. New Work - Prompt 
Repairs & egtimates.
656-1894 656-5600
PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Cominerci.ll & Residential 
Con.slruction. Renovations 












YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVlSH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 












10184 Third St. 
Groceries - Vegetables 
Home made pies 
Open 7 days a week 
8:30 - 7:30 P.M.
COMPLETE SION PAI.NTING 
& SILK SCREENING 
SERVICES 






















Light Repair Work 

















Goviirnmenl coHifiori. fochn/c/a/i 
will 35 yom expaiwnce m l-.lor,- 














land percolation testing 
SfcfTIC Ftao INSTALLATIONS 

























Mnrin* Auto A flAftl l««i 
WljulAw Oltti»-M(i
iHtll
IntUTkiw# CUIrnu IVow y iidM
- COIVIMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
Adoption, Fo.hNjf fare, Child Cool Air! .'WI-HWi Homemnker 382-613fi Clinics; School Heulth Ser-
Protceiion, Ummirrif'd Par- Crpiis l.im? (24 hours) 38r.-fi')2:i L/mdlonl uml Tenant ArivUorv vieCH; Sanltnlion Serviced:
Fnimily Allowrtnew, Old Age Bureau 3ft2«3106 —Sidney 66tt-tl8«
..Central Sfuinii'h and , , , Securily and,. Guaranteed In-, .. , . . .... .-Gaiifics , 637-5424
Saanich 382-5121 come .Supplement 3K8-3/i;Jl l-bgal Aid — Criminal 382-2101
—.Sidney, North .Saanich, Gulf Financial AsHis;(once (.Social Meals on Wheeln filMi-2I‘f7 School Didtrietu ,
3343 AUuwaiU’c and bupplemeul lo ; Gaanhlt MtnlanifaBlti Ceiilru Wo, (>3 • Rural Nuaiiieh, Ceubrul
Alchollsm .m-ftiir* Old .Age Security); 479*1(102 Saanich, North Saanich,
Birth Control .'{«r»-.3,3.W -Sidney,, Central and North Public Health (Pro*na(ul, Well Sidney flSfl-llU
Blrthrighl Saanich. Gulf IRands l)56-3!lMiJ Baby, Immunization and V.I). Service« for (hc.Elderly ar«4MH
HiMiiiiiii iMiiiiiiiiniMiiiiiBiiMiiiiiiiiinii MiilniiMtiiMiaiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiifui^
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
ZONSNG BY-LAW
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons who deem themselves 
affected by the following proposed By-law will be afforded an 
opportunity to be heard before the Municipal Council on the 
matters contained therein at a PUBLIC HEARING to be held at 
the Council Chambers. Municipal Office, 1620 MILLS ROAD, on 
Monday, November 19th. 1973, commencing at 7:30 p.m.




Open Wednesday through Sunday
FROM PIERRE — OMELETTE TO 




Friday and Saturday to Doreen Jackson





“ZoningBy-law (1966), Amendment By-law (1973) No. 2;" a By­
law to create a “semi-detached low density dwelling zone."
“Zoning By-law (1966), Amendment By-law (1973) .No. 3;” a By­
law to rezone property known as Lot 1, Sections 16 and 17, Range 
3 East, Plan 25496, from Residential “A”, to “Semi-detached 
Dwellings - Low Density.’’
The property in question consists of approximately 4 acres and 
is situated on the east side of McDonald Park Road, abutting the 
north west boundary of the Town of Sidney which will be 
developed as an Elderly Citizens V'illage.
Copies of the proposed By-laws may be inspected at the 
Municipal Office, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, B.C. between 
the hours of eight thirty o’clock a.m. and four thirty o’clock p.m. 
any week day except Saturday.
Page 16 THE REVIEW Wednesday, November 14, 1973
Sidney diesen Fer 4M Trial
Beginning early next year, a 
new form of 4-H program will be 
established in several urban 
centres on Vancouver Island - 
including the town of Sidney.
Initially, the B.C. 4-H program 
will be the main section of a new 
youth development branch of the 
provincial department of 
agriculture. Other programs will
be initiated in the future.
In the 4-H program, all 
members belong to a club group. 
Under the guidance of a volun­
teer adult leader they attend 
regular meetings and participate 
as club officers and committee 
members.
Each 4-H member undertakes 































Tue. Commercial 9-11 
Myrna Green 
Martin Heywood 


















contest w itli 3 games of 
196: Total 811.
Members can now be involved in 
cooking, electrical, crafts, 
sewing, outdoor living, hor­
ticulture and leathercraft 
projects as well as the traditional 
livestock projects with beef and 
dairy cattle, horses, sheep, goats, 
poultry and swine.
The 4-H program is being 
expanded this year so members
can also participate in dog.
bicycle, photography and power 
toboggan clubs.
All of the above mentioned 
projects are available to rural
youth. Practically all of these will 
be available to members in the 
new urban clubs.
However, for obvious physical 
reasons, livestock projects will 
not be available.
In addition to club mem­
bership, young people can take 
advantage of the provincial, 
national and international travel 
and exchange programs spon­
sored through 4-H.
OMtmmrg
'Hiree repre.sentatives of .Sidney real estate firms. Jim Sloan and 
.Mm Joiivs of Capital Region Agencies and Karl Drost. owner-manager 
of .Saanich Peninsula IToperties IJd. have just returned from a four- 


















Guests at the home of Mrs. J. Gordon, of Lochside Drive, have been 
Mr. and .Mrs. U'. Gordon, of Vancouver, Bruce Gordon, of Banff, 
r\lla.: and Lyim Gordon and Heather Bronston. both of Toronto.
Recent guests for a few days at the home of .Mr. and .Mrs. .-C.C. 
Ramsay. 1299 .Mt. .Newton Cross Road, were their cousins. Mr. and 
Mrs. .-Mien Gordon, from Port Alberni.
Here to attend the wedding of their niece. .Miss Pam .McGaughcy. 
are .Mrs. .McGaughey’s sister and brother-in-law. .Mr. and Mrs. 
Garfield Roberts, from Vermilion. .‘Vberta.
THOMPSON
.\t Sidney B.C.. on .November 
7th. 1973. .Mrs. Ethel .Annie 
Thompson, age 92 years.
Born in Nottingham. England, 
and had been a resident of 
Central Saanich. B.C. for the past 
52 years, residing at 3191 Mar- 
tindale Road.
She leaves her husband. John, 
son, John Joseph and daughter. 
Dorothy Ethel, at home.
Service was held in the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses. Sidney. 
B.C. on Friday November 9th. 














Fri. Glen Meadov^s 
Millie Anderson 
Fri. Friday Niters 
Floralea Wakeham 
John Sauter 












Richard Dorman 221 594
Recently G Adamson, 
bowling with V the Tuesday 
Commercial League at idney 
Lanes, won the Times^ Bowler of
•Miss Pam McGaugliey. whose marriage will take place on Nov. 16 at 
the Church of the Assumption, was entertained by old school friends at 
a bathroom shower given by Miss Janice Tooby and her mother. Mrs. 
Howard Tooby, at their home, 5010 Hilaire Place, on Monday, Nov. 5. 
Pam was presented with a red and white carnation corsage, while her 
mother, Mrs. P.J. McGaugliey, was given a corsage of yellow 
chrysanthemums. WTiile opening her gifts, Pam wore a shower cap 
decorated by the girls with all sorts of odds and ends usually found in 
the bathroom; and lots of laughter was caused by a series of funny 













^ /"'Dealer .No:: D 4294 V
1972 Datsun 510 immaculate 
70 yw Fast Back mint
Tlie post office is working hard 
to keep ahead of Santa Claus.
Many overseas Christmas 
deadlines have already past, and 
many others are fast ap­
proaching.
Unsealed Chri.stmas cards, 
mailed at the surface rale, for 
points in the West Indies, Central 
and South America (except 
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and 
Uruguay) should have been 
mailed by Nov. 2.
Nov. 9 i.s the deadline for parcel 
|X)st to Britain, and surface 
unsealed (Christmas cards to 
Europe (except Britain), the 
Middle East, India, uslralia, New 
Zealand, Japan and Honf4 Kong.
Nov. 23 is the deadline for 
unsealed Christmas cards, 
destined to Britain, paidmt the 
surface ratV 
Tlie rollpwing deadline dates 
are applicable to mail going to 
the Canadian forces overseas: 
imseaSed airistmns cards, paid 
nt the surface rate, should be 
rnailedby Nov, 9 for destinations 
in the Middle East, India, 
Pakistan and Qiana,
Surface rate parcel iiost and 
unsealed airistinas cards going 
to Britain. Europe and Cyprus 
should be mailed by Nov, no. 
The deadline has already 
passed for all surface mail to 
such places as the Orient (except 
Japan' and Hong Kong»,
1969 Oldsmobile Delta 88 2 door hard top, full 
power, one owner.
1969 Pontiac 2 door hard top V8 automatic, power 
steering and brakes. Radio.
1968 Pontiac 327 auto, power steering, power 
brakes, radio
1964 Valiant standard, economy car 
AFTER HOURS CALL
Ray Bowman 656-3371 or Nigel Jestico 656-3018
tfSACoN fVT-
■™™"'~»™**'*™«™'~™rr***^™*~**™*™*'****'~™™"




Uruguay, (.Aiha, most of Africa, 
AirstralaKia and ()ceana (except 
Australia. New Zealand. Fiji), 
and lorsurface parcel jiosi lo all 
of Europe (e:xcept Britain). 
Japjin. llong Ivong, Australia. 
lAji and New Zealand.
nll■i,^tln.^^ cords, and paicvis. to 
t)u'sc places should he Sent by air 
mail lo ensure di'liver> lieifore 
(lu-isinias,
FOR ALDERAAAN IN NORTH SAANICH
eDrLZAf - ctHpAHtse pfAptFj.
ercl
HzP4etM_A • C^MrUtAs 
, Cau caapa •
Ci5A*fe7)y(| s « TSnX ~ yst&tUA\ 
j LifMsz0c>i» fokt^TAtA .ipaeii
' f4A y'
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Evening & Sunday ap- 
pohuiuents availalde when 
neeessarv.
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1 X fi
KILN DRIED SIMUJCE 
KILN DIUED SPRUCE LIN. FT.
50*KII.N DRIED SiniUCK UIN, FT,
I X 12 /
KILN DRIi;
I,}" X t« ft . -'i" 
P,VRT!CLi; BOARD 
12“ X MU, .. 
PARTICLE BOARD




Ctm '. lv A
:
A. I
"How are ypu Wifi- a dM Chisel?
lyi IJMB fo'f' rny
ri" M H R. tms
P.XRTICl.t: BO.yP.D STAINED £. I* 
lx 12 X 12
ce,ment block .spacers bU ea





'ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT TO SIDNEXi REVIEW! — November 1973.
ig This Could Be Your
You Could Be A Winner I
Bring this flyer to the Robinson 
Store—Check your flyer num­
ber against the list of numbers 
on display in the store. If your 
flyer number matches one of 
the numbers posted ... you are 
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Polyester-Acetate Ladies' 12-Gauge
i --.'T *•2 i i
i' 'i-,
Expertly fashioned froin easy- 
to-rare-for fabric — polyester 
and acetate blend. Assorted 
belted styles, .colors and Pat­
tern prints. Sizes 38 to 44. A 
pleasing, practical gift for 
under the tree Christmas morn­
ing.
m
A gift treasure! 12 gauge pull­
over, turtleneck style. 25" 
length, 3-tone striped body. 
Sewn-on buttons on front and 
sleeves. Color combinations in­
clude White/Black/Red, Navy/ 
Red/White, Camel/Brown/ 






A practical Christmas gift for 
her wardrobe. Acrylic plaid 
baggie pants with 1-inch waist­
band and one button closure, 
zip fly, cuffed. Assorted color 
plaids in sizes 7 to 15. A qua­
lity gift item.
«! s J -
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Assorted styles. Round and 
‘V’ necklines. Short or 
sleeveless styles. Lace, em­
broidery and ruching trims. 
Colors: Pink, Shrimp,l-dac- 
Marina, Tropic. Sizes S-M-L, 
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:i*#fA<5wWeaip5wm^^ ipoiy-i 5 l^i^'^t^iJ&iftHlilRngth. Man- i 
\ 'i V C'darln • .coVlayAfront panel |
iSlStal^titeJtend nylflsrilfece. Elbow 
sleeves,"aili-br-out self 
t-^iif^i^'belt. Slash pockets, button 
opening. Pink, Aqua, Lilac. 
Sizes S-M-L
A thoughtful gift for the 
young teener. A lovely quilted 
nylon duster, dainty lace trim 
on collar and pocket. Choose 
from soft shades of Pink, 
Aqua, Lilac. Misses' sizes 7 
to 14.
She’ll love this soft acrylic 
knit pullover .sweater. Pla- 
quet front with embroidery. 
Fancy trim on collar, cuffs 
and hem. Colors: White, Pink, 
Blue, Yellow. Sizes 7 to 14.
A pretty practical gift any­
time! Girls’ 100% fortrel and 
polyester knit blouses styled 
with long sleeves and zip 
front. Colors; White, Pink, 
Blue, Yellow. Sizes 8 to 14. 
Select early -— Opening Sale
Day.
100 % stretch nylon panty 
hose. First quality denier 
panty, 20 denier leg. Knit-in 
Lycra waistband. Nude heel. 
Colors' 'eige. Taupe, Navy. 
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Aerylie knit, .lacqtmrd pull> 
over. Mock turthineok. Boys’ 
colors: Navy/l.lght Blue, 
Girls’ colors: Pink or White. 
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Wnternroof .ski mitts, vinyl 
palm, warm flwca lining. Elas­
tic cutfK. Assortod colors. In 
sizes 2-3.1, .Super sale special,
poir - -■■ -■ -'» . teMiSA::
Cosy ski mitts -- w,ntf>rproof 
vinyl palm, Warm fleece lining. 
Elastic Ktuig-litting cuff. As­















Stretch Nylon Childs' Quilted tvi teVA Matches Above Pullover







I'nr^'iV' fHliHfv' ■ nylnn '■
Choice of two styles, ussorted 
colors - VS/hltc, Beige, Bed, 
Navy, ftrown. Hlzes: 4-6, 7*0, 
10 'tf. I'te.l, f'tfic sficclal prlce.
PtN'tlv nylon robe, quilted, 
Ijtcq trim coiiar, button tront 
with all 'round belt, '2 side 
seam pocketa, Colorn: Pink, 
Aqua, Gold, Grape, Rl?e«, 4-
mix, ^ ■ ■
Eoch
bdies' Orion Mules Latiios'
IP III/1.(■
Each ■III
f • p'*, |« |*» » i(d| '
. .iach
A lovely cardigan matching 
the pullover shown above. 
Acrylic knit, same pattern, 
colors and sizes. The two 
together make a super gift.
Fluffy, comfy clojM'd tot' mule, 
Orion pile intioic, soft padded 
vinyl (nUHolc, AShtult-d jrai-iiel 
colors. Sizes. S-M-L. A gift of 
comfort,
Attractive 2-tono Blue and 
Wl.jlc vump or rSiiH vvllli 
While vamp: 5010110" bow. 
Slippers of fluffy orion pile 
upjx'r with foam rubber sole 
and cushion iriRole, Sizes 6 to ft,
,y 1
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Here’s a good quality boys’ 
baggie pant with mostly all of 
the wanted new features. Ex­
pertly made in long wear cot­
ton in an attractive plaid 
pattern. They are cuffed toot 











. Nude heel, 
'aupe, Navy, 
to 160 lb.s.
A man’s gift — ski style turtleneck pullover, knit in 
serviceable acrylic — long on wear, short on care! 
A smartly fashioned sweater with today’s look in 
mind. Colors: Brown, Green, Navy, Sizes S-M-L-XL. 
Hurry in early!
' ... ^ ' ''' . 
'Uk . '
.tel''. *X"'
Dress socks are always a welcome Christmas gift. 
Stretchy nylons to mid-calf length. Basic colors: 
Green, Wine, Black, Charcoal, . ^ «I . 
Brown. Stretch to snugly fit ,>r£wiAL 
sizes 10 to 13. Special gift value!
'I'air - ' sfts
A pleasing, inexpensive gift! Neatly tailored in a 
polyester/cotton blend. Machine washable! Long 
sleeves, zip neck closure. Colors: Navy, Wine, 
Brown, White, Red, Little boys’ . ,•- ,-..*.1. ^1* 
sizes 4, 6, 6X. Super Special. S-rECIAL
Beautifully knit bulky pullover, perfect for school ;
wear or relaxing leisure hours. Turtleneck styles 
all-over body stripes with solid color neck and 
sleeves. A practical, appreciative '
i5'A
!< . ij' i*j
■ V'
No-Skid Mud Mat Itetep'
Hero's a useful holiday value — attractive
,p te‘ -ite'
Bath Towel Sets «-Vt* Bow & Ribbon Bag i/l'i'kLte./'i;'}
( fM mat, extra thick non-skid rubber backing, p Ki 
, Choose from several smart shades, Size #’0 
P'-f nhniit 111 bv 26 inches. Generous size at a ©Mi
Sff'ffWli' 'i' , ii'»iunru»(>w» ■ , mm'w'gg .
RSlf ■A'.perfect gift,for the bomonr for that, pruc- teflf*'' P’M " Bows and rlhlions to .smartly' tie and. dress |||4 
tieal homemaker on your Kilt list. 2.pioce , • up your boxed gifts. 20_sUck-on bows and ||P
Assorted Beverage Classes
.”'1? ... w. . t ft’-- f *'‘.1 I.
, bath towel set, attractively boxed. Set con- 
Ixllf. sists.of l bath towel and a matching face 
, . ' cloth. Assorted
abou 2 y , .si l/i',,,










rm .fltwx' lining, 
tting cuff. Aa- 
ize.s .6.G-'7.
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I'sll 50 feet of rlltbott In plastic itng with hefider. 
Art outstanding value at a special savings 
price. Buy your need.s
:now,„save,! . :te;,:, ^ ^
.'. :• ..' ■'. ' 'if teteBi 'M






I An assortment of casual contempovnry.lijH 
design glasses in an, attractive Dusky Gold., 
teteSf 'Handsome sculptuied sldowulla, .easy.' to. li|i 
' hold.'Your choice of !)-oz. Old,Faahionod, or ||||f 
fell . 12-oz, beverage, Exceptional pre-Christmas *|| 
ifete ■ value!^ '■ mm
III SS»ECIA1,
p'P’4”. > ' 't “ I f ^ f j
r'lon' Booties
Boxed Xmas Cards
tone Bltie and 
or rSiiH vvltli 
■Mnu’blng how, 
duffy orion pile 
oarn rubber sole 
iRole, Sizes 6 to ft;
gplendid gift! Imported enrthenwaro starter set, with 
decorative gold handtHl cut edge. An Ideal set for the newly­
weds FLet consists f>f 4 each - ~ dinner plates, bread plates, 
I bowls, cups and naucera.
[Economy price! ' ^
■ ■ , .. . .. ;■ ', : . ,
iSof ' *■' *" :••■.*“.*•■ •• /
Top quality <l plece porcelain rnug set * in a 
modern ntreamilned iMHi«‘.stnl de,slgn, Choice of 
decorMtve colors and piittciJis, A mosl welcome 
Christmas gilt, Ibrtry Ut 
early Thursday. ,
A timely special for nre Chrl«lma.s 
shoppers, Famous "Scotch" brand 
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bright paper -broil gift wrap 
20" wide, toinl length 250", Feo- 
nomietdiy priced.
4.Rdf Pock,
*'c5 ^ fe ' '.A.#'" ,fn
,Si>ecinl feature! Boxed ChHatmas 
cards ■ - 51 assorted cnitls with en­
velopes, '25 designs. Lota of variety 
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Grand Prix style! Easy to steer. Includes 
rear wing spoiler, front end air foils. Has 
double barrelled carburetor, steel steering 
wheel, shaft, durable pedals and “Slick” 
tires with plated “Mag” hub caps. De­
signed and made by “Coleco .
" ’■ ' U3TO'
. , f'J sa
ISf
C t5*ISC"'§ I'
‘iir? ‘ a« 'K'’ S Eft*
Sensible gift! Excellent assort-
. 1 . ■
Sawyer, Black 
Hood, Grimm’spy 'g All have hard
bound covers.
j/y . ' brz\:A4A.L '
■ Each
For the mechanical minded boy 
a construction truck. About 9" 
long. Colorful toy with large 
free wheeling balloon wheels. 
Assorted Earth Mover, Bull­
dozer, Scraper. _ _ , . ,
Color-bright 9-inch trucks, stur­
dily constructed to carry heavy 
loads. Balloon wheels. Mesh cov­
ered display pack. A quality toy, 
reasonably ,e®^
priced.
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A quality toy at atractor for other work around^ the backyard, iractoi
trailer measures 6%" long, 2high. ^ r^rSP'
!■ A,.truly^fine gift. • s; % ■ g
Cute, bean bag plushies with lots S;‘jS‘?wo‘-
including Sit-up bears and others, Solt plu.sh in plain anu iw
tone colors. A lovable playmate.
•Hpr«n*c in exciting gift for the active youngster. Clicking 
michtae gS“ 25" ling, .detailed tinish. Just squeeze the 
trigger for sound and action. Value priced.
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369 flexible bricks with which to 
build your ov/n buildings and 
bridge,?. Each piece is interlock­





9-inch doll, sweet and lovable, pink
everything a little girl’s heart desires. Has paiJ^fa
eves long rooted hfilr, and assorted clothes.
boxed. Lovely, inexponslve gift. Shop early Sal©
Oponing^Day.'
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Anlst-Wlndsar-London puzzle.'}. A 
popular series. PlcturoH mea.wro 
10 bv H Inches when coniploicd. 
Cut ’into 400 pieces, ’■*
ment.ft", ■■■'.
•Each ,“V »; •; v
Lata of fun for the young onca. 
Playing boards are Intorosting and 
attractive. For ages 4 to 8 years. 
An excellent assort- ,, I 
ment. Pleasing gift. ^
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Telephones
What youngster door not hho a 
private realistic telephone. Rings 
just like the real thing when
Uiulcd. Choice of P*-- " \:,...
sorted colors. ‘ ' ^ •
Each, *
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